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Part I 
Introduction 
1 
A. Nature of the Problem 
nFitting the worker to the job represents the first 
and perhaps the most important step in promoting individual 
efficiency and adjustment in industry. The effect upon the 
individual of misplacement cannot be over-emphasized. Excess-
ive fatigue, excessive irritation, a complete loss of emotional 
balance may result from an attempt on the part of the worker to 
continue on a job for which he is not adapted. " ·:t-
I ndustrial management today is continually face d with the 
high costs of production and administration. By means of time 
studies the efficiency and output of industrial workers have 
increased enormously. Improved produc tion techniqu es have 
eve n further improved efficiency and output. 
These are, however, only physical considerations. In 
addition, there is a vast field of study constantly under 
observation. Thi s concerns the more mental, abstract problem 
of the human element -- one of the few factors in industry un-
able to be handled by means of formulae and equations. Each 
individual is a unique entity and to the greatest degree poss-
ible should be considered separately from all others. This 
c oncept, of course, is the basis of good personnel administration. 
This leads to the problem dealt with here, one of the 
aspects of personnel administration -- that of an evaluation 
of personnel selection procedures, and towards this end attention 
will be devoted to various Meta l Trades Industries in Rhode 
Island. But what necessitates a lengthy dissertation on such 
a minute aspect of industry? 
* 4, Chapter VIII, p. 113 
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Perhaps the reader is familiar with the Learners Curve 
(Figure I). On this curve is seen the general relationship 
existing between the output of a worker and the time that he 
has held the job. From Point A, at which time the man has 
taken the position, to Point B the slope is a marked incline 
as he learns and becomes proficient at his work. At Point B 
the worker has progressed well towards mastering his job; and, 
for example, as a piece rate worker, he has advanced nearly to 
the normal established 100% output standard. From Point B to 
Poi n t C, there is a noticeable lag in the work improvement; and 
after Point C, there is a fairly constant rate of output vary-
:i.ng only minutely from time to time. The major point to be 
drawn from the above is that there is a considerable amount of 
learning time, and therefore much expense to the company, 
involved in training a new worker. In addition to the losses 
resulting from the low output of the trainee, there are costs 
incurred by spoilage and waste of materials; labor charges re-
lated to machinery normally operated by these instructors; and 
perhaps there are also costs of undue machine wear. Mr. Elmer 
Guilmartin lists five hidden costs as:* 
-IE-5, p. 34. 
"1. Damage and waste of materials and equipment 
2. Greater accident hazard and frequency 
3. Loss in group efficiency while regular workers 
adjust to new employees 
4. Productive equipment not fully utilized during 
training of personnel 
5. Cost of overtime to group while hiring and 
training replacements• 
Output 
(Pieces per Hour) 
Figure 1 
Learners Curve 
Time 
(Hours on the job) 
3 
4 
One New England manufacturer a few years ago estimated 
his turnover costs to be $300.00 per terminated employee. The 
automotive industries in 1952 estimated their turnover costs 
to be $100.00 per man and they further calculated their total 
turnover costs in that year to be $21,000,000.* Clearly, 
industrial expenditures due to labor turnover annually amount 
to millions of dollars. Every year many persons commence 
employment at jobs for which they are unsuited. Yearly, 
people who are basically unstable or trouble-makers are selected 
to fill job openings. These and other errors in the selection 
of employees have contributed greatly to labor turnover and 
therefore a better system of personnel selection can save 
industry thousands of dollars annually. 
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B. Findings of Other Writers 
1. Conclusions Regarding Effects of Selection Procedures 
Compared with other phases of personnel work, very little 
has been written about personnel selection procedures. In 
recent years industry has been awakening to this very real 
problem. Now people are observing various systems, analyzing 
them and comparing them with other systems in use. What have 
they learned? 
First of all the companies studied use very different 
procedures and yet produce seemingly like results. Second 
there are so many economic, sectional and industrial factors 
to be taken into consideration that it is difficult to appraise 
the various systems accurately. Third, procedures which in 
theory are excellent are often not as efficient as seemingly 
weaker systems and this could easily reflect the administration 
of the systems in question. Finally the general conclusion 
evolved is that there is no perfect solution. Many systems 
are as efficient as the persons in control and the nature of 
the industry concerned. 
2. General Data Regarding Turnover Statistics 
Much more has been compiled regarding labor turnover and 
a vast amount of statistical data has evolved. Readily avail-
able to all persons are such relative turnover figures as those 
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concerning ages, marital status, dependents, prior experience, 
pre v i ous average salary, distance between home and shop, source 
of the l a bor supply (i.e. state or comme r c:tal employment 
se rvice, etc.), and educational background. Such data are 
relatively minor here except that it should be realized that a 
good selection system is armed with personnel evaluators who 
t ake such factors into consideration. 
C. Procedure to be Used in this Thesis 
Thr ough Mr. Harry Brett, Secre t ary-1v.Ianager of the Rhode 
I sland Branch of the National Metal Trades Association, contact 
has been established with the following Personnel Directors: 
1. Mr . John J. Hall, Brown and Sharpe Manufro turing Co. 
2. Mr. Crawford Williams, B-I-F Industries, Inc. 
3. Mr e Gerald Coxe , Universal Winding Company 
4. Mr. Wi l liam Watson, Harnmel-Dahl 
5. Mr . Clifford Sammis, Fram Corporation 
The se me n have permitted studies of the personnel selection 
procedure s used by their companies and these case studies will 
be shown. In addition, Mr. Thomas H. Bride, Mr. Gurjian, and 
Mr. Perkins of the Rhode Island Department of Employment 
Security have contributed further assistance regarding ~bor 
data.. 
The intention here is to study the systems of these five 
companies, representing personnel strength of from 200 to 1900 
workers in the same type of industry and in the same locale, 
7 
and to compare these systems by means of various bases. The 
relative merits of the five systems will be stressed and a 
recommended combination of these finer points will be shown as 
a very general solution to the problem of personnel selection. 
Part II 
Six Cases 
A. Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Company 
B. B-I-F Industries Incorporated 
c. Universal Winding Company 
D. Fram Corporation 
E. Hammel-Dahl Division of General Controls Company 
F. Rhode Island Department of Employment Security 
9 
Figure 2 
REQUISITION FOR HELP 
REQUISITION FOR HELP No. 
Occupation Code 
------·-----------------~--------~-----------·--~- ·· --- N ·~---···-~·--~--·---- ~~--·- --------------------
De-pt. . Date wanted 
-----------·---~--------------------------------- ~ - ~ t- ·~,~- - -~~·· ··---~--------------------------------
Male 0 Female 0 Exper i en.ced Yes 0 No 0 
Hours: · From To 
Remarks 
-------·· ····------------------------·-------------~·~--------·-------------- --- ---------------------
Person recommended 
------------------~ ----·---~~-----~---~-------------------------------·---------
Foreman 
Date Approved 
FORM 812 
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Figure 3 
A Typical Page from the Metal Trades Job Rating 
Specifications System 
coo• No. ~:;;;KD-=-::::2 _____ _ 
JOB RATING SPECIFICATIONS 
o•~··---------------
ONAOE-------------
DRILL l'RESS OPWTOR- RADIAL D JoaNAM•-----------------------------~-------CLAee~ 
JOB DI!BCRIPTIONt 
Perform ropotitivo drilling, ronming, tnppina, oountor-borina, 
· oountor-ainking, racing and aimilur machining oporutiono on a 
limited numbor of caotinga, forgings, and parts of vo.riouo mate.la 
such ns cast iron, aluminum, steel, alloys, bronze, or other 
maohino.ble mterial. Under olooo oupnrvinion. Sot-ups simple or · 
involve tho uae or fixtures. Place'preacribod or furnished tools 
in adaptors and mount in oplndlo. 1-lovo selector lovoro for speci-
fied speeds and feedo. LoMte worlt on table or b11.oo or load in 
fixture and align and ·lovel as neceasnry.- ·Follow operation shoot 
or directions aa to oporution aoqucnoe. Chock 'WOrk \Jith seale, 
· calipers, fixed gagos to hold truction.:ll tolerances gonoral.l7 
or close toleronccs 'llhon incorporated iri tho tooling.· Dotoct fnultJ' 
operation or defootivo material, report ail questionable · oasos to 
his supenisor. Maintain wrk arlla in a olean and orderly oondi tion. 
TYPICAL PARTS: 
Rt:VISI.D 
OAT•----------------
BY I 
DAT~ 
1'Hil A.OYII DllaCIIIIPTION COYII:I'ta THII MOaT 810NIP:ICANT bUTIIla Pllft,.ONMCO •uT ooc• NOT .. liiCLUD• OTH.N OCCA.IONAL WOJtK .... IOHM«Hr• 
NOT M.NTION .. D , THIE INCLU•ION OF WHICH ,WOULD •1: IN CONI""OitMIJ'Y WITH THIE I""ACTOJt D&OIU:•e A •• IGNII:D TO THI• .JO., 
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Figure 3 
A Typical Page from the Metal Trades Job Rating 
Specifications System 
COOl NO. 
JOB RATING SPECIFICATIONS ' DI"'T·----------
OftADI:t----------
nnrr,L Jr. ~r.··;s OPF.R.\TOR - n,fi.!.D~I,_,fi_,L,__ _ ____,.cL" .. ____1L_ TOTAL POIHTe----'~"'!3 ... 5.__ __ _ 
FACTORS SUBSTANTIATING DATA 
· - ·--
. pEG PTS. 
Uuo ehop nrithmotlo. Uoo ohop clrn\lln;:;o, nnd chop ordor.3o ~/orlc 
from written or vorl>al inot.ructiono. Uao co.lipcrn, oot~lo, nnd 2 2C 
EDUCATION fl.xod (,tHI,tOOo 
I 
EXPERIENCE Ovor six to 12 mnnt.htlo 2 IJ. 
Ropntitivo -work •. Porfol'll!l 1"1 varlnty of ainalo drillin3 opora-
INITIATIVE 
tionJJ on oa. ntin:;tt< un<l s:o.rtn of v,, riouo m<1torialn. Spooda, 
.foodn, toolin1~ _proocribod, Rorp.droa tho u:.10 of nomo judr,;nont 
- 2 :28 AND 
t o o_om;'ly 1~1 th \tri tton nnd vorb,ll inotruotlono und tCJ rno.ko INGENUITY. 
lll.tnor tloo1o1ons. 
PHYSICAL 
Hns oruno fc>r honvlor •;o1crhtn. 
DEMAND Cono1dornblo pb;v-oioal effort :l.n ctnttl.nwmoly hnnrlllnJ nvornao 
'· 
40 
woight lXIl"to nnd mntorialo, r.Ktldncr rot-upo, oporntina Mnohino. 
MENTAL OR Contlnuoua montnl or viutUil nttent.ion in Dolootintt ,IJX'Oor.ribod 
VISUAL DEMAND epooda and fooda, ohookin~ \/Ork, ~:~nJdnu ndjuotumnta, mnlrr-
tn1nlna quolity st.'lndardo, 
3 15 
RESPONSIBILITY Improper oporation, fnult;r not-up, j!llllt;)in3 of tools in work 
FOR EQUIPMENT may rooul t in chMcr<J to tools or food· mochnniBIIIo I>robublo lons 3 l!S 
OR PROCESS O'YOr ~~25,00 but ccldotll ovor ~250.00. 
RESPONSIBILITY Impropor opurntion, faulty not-up, 1'111sintcrprot.1.n,J l'l,pocifloatior 
FOR MATERIAL ltllly result in _out-oizod holod rer;uiroin;I oornppln!J or pollalblo 2 10 
OR PRODUCT re-work. rooaiblo lo:11t OVtll' ~10.00 but noldom ovor ll lOO.oo. 
RESPONSIBILITY ThoughtloaonorJa or ioottontion in hnndllniJ ports, irnproporl;y 
FOR SAFETY OF fnotonod \lork mny rooult in lost timo injurion to others ouch 3 l!S 
OTHERS ao cru:;hod finr,or(l or toello Poosiblo oyo injurius from flying 
chins or brokon t.nn 1 n. 
RESPONSIBILITY Responsible for own ~o~ork or for ono nnothor ns in instruction 1 
' 
FOR WORK OF or ne\1 or looa okillod cmplo,rce, 
OTHERS 
WORKING Qood \/Orkina conditiono. r~'tponGd to dirt, du:;t, and noh-o, a om~ 2 20 
CONDITIONS ooolont but not to tho oxtont of belna dio~araEmblo. 
i'hy crush own toea or fincors tv.mdlin;J pnrto or Dntori!l.lo. E»- 3 15 
HAZARDS poood to hand or eyo injuries while oporatintJ l!lllch1no. 
REMARKS 
... . 
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when Mr. X's neighbor , Mr. Y, applies for the job, it is open. 
Mr. Y will get the job unless Mr. X's application is first 
referred to and given top priority. This could anger Mr. X 
and could create bad public relations. Therefore a thirty day 
suspense file is first checked before outside persons are 
sought. 
When a new employee is needed, there are several means of 
obtaining him. First the "word" is spread among the present 
employees who then inform their friends and relatives of the job 
opening. Most new employees are contacted in this manner. The 
second largest source of man-power is the Department of Employme~ 
Security. Brown and Sharpe occasionally advertises in the news-
paper. Seldom is a commercial employment agency used except 
to locate white collar workers such as clerical help, draftsmen, 
and engineers. These commercial agencies are helpful as they 
screen applicants and only refer persons answering the full 
description given them by the company. In this way also the 
company avoids any problems of charges of discrimination, and 
therefore maintains better public relations. 
The personnel office has referred to the job rating 
specifications and now looks for personnel answering the 
requirements. Brown and Sharpe employment fluctuates greatly 
in respect to wartime. When the company began to expand in 
13 
1950, machine operators and shop personnel of semi-skilled or 
skilled ability were sought. The company advertised but to no 
a vail and the management shifted into its ever-present procedure 
of training "raw material" with the basic characteristics 
required. A vestibule training area is constantly available 
for just this purpose. At any rate, it is to be understood tl1at 
the Job Rating Specifications are considered as absolute except 
when suitable man-power is not available, at which time capable 
personnel are trained for the job. 
b. Employment Applications and Tests 
When an applicant comes to the employment office, he firat 
encounters a Personnel Office representative, who asks a few 
basic ~estions. If suitable answers are given, the applicant 
is then given an Application for Employment (Figure 4) to 
complete. Much weight is placed on this application. When 
it is completed, the representative behind the desk transfers 
it to a regular interviewer. The interviewer will discuss the 
application with the applicant and then use his good judgement 
for approval or disapproval. 
If the interviewer approves of the applicant, he is then 
given the Wonderlic Personnel Test (Figure 5) and the AVA Test 
(Figure 13) (Activity Vector Analysis) to check his basic 
personality characteristics. As the job in ~estion increases 
in importance, more weight is placed on these tests. 
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Figure 4 
Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Co. 
Application for Employment 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
to 
BROWN & 51-:IARPE MFG. CO. _________ 19_ · 
Name ______ ~L•A~ST,-------------~F~IR~S~T----------------~M71~D~D~LE ______ _5oc. Sec. No. ------------------------
Address Street and No. ------------------------------_:_ ________ Phone _______ _______________ __ 
City· ______________________ Zone _______ State ------------------Date of Birth ------------------_;_---
How long a resident In above clty ______________________________ ---:-------------------------
Married _ ___ Single -----Helght ___ Welght---...Male ______ female ___ Citizen of U, S. A.'----------
Education 
Grammar School __________________________ _ 
High School - -------------------------------------
Trade or Commercial School _______________________ _ 
College __ -----------------------------~---
Present or Lost Employment 
Number 
of Years 
Graduate 
{Yes or No) 
Are you employed now---------------------------------------------------------------
Name of present or last employer------------------------~------------------------------
Address ------------------------------------------From Mo. ______ Yr. ___ To Mo. ---Yr. _· __ 
Occupation What wages ___________________________ __ 
. Reason· lor leaving----------------------------------------------------------------
Prevloul Employment 
fll Name of Company ---------------------------------From Mo. ___ Yr. __ ._To Mo. --·-Yr. __ 
Address __________________________________________________________________ ~---
Ol:cupotlon ----------------------:------------What wages---------------~-------
Reason lor leaving _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
(21 Name of Company ____________________________ 'From Mo. ___ Yr. ___ To Mo. ___ Yr. __ 
Address _______________ ~---------------------------------------------------
Occupation ----------------------------------------What wages ----------------------
Reason lor leaving __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Have you been In Military Service------------------------------' om 'Mo. _____ Yr. ___ To Mo. ---Yr. __ 
Have you ever been employed by Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co. From Jo ___________ _ 
Have you ever made application here before ----------------When -------------------
Have you any physical defects -----------------------------------------------------------------
Are you now receiving or have you ever received workmen's compensation lor an Injury (Yes or Nol---Explaln _________ _ 
Have you any service-connected disability, either claimed or allowed (Yes or No) ___ Explain -----------------
Have you e_ver been convicted of any crime or felony (Yes or No) _______ Remarks _______ ....,.. ___________________ _ 
ReferenceS! 
(Nor Relarin•J 
Name _______________________ Name ________________________ __ 
Address Address----------------------
II Ia certified thai this Information II true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. If any Information on thlt form 01 1upplled by 
me Ia found to be fa he It · shall con1titule ground• for my dbmiual. Thl1 application for employment It submitted with the undentandlng that 
a physical examination satitfoclory to the Company mu1t be paned before tmploymtnt con be secured. Should I be hl,.d, I agr" to be 
gov.rned by all plant rules and regulations, ' 
Relatives Employed Here----------------------------------
Job Preference ____________________________________________________ s'-IG~N~Anru~R~E~o'-F'A"P~PL~ICA~Nnr~---------· 
Interviewed Byr ----------------------------------------------------Date -----------
BIRTH and CITIZENSHIP VERIFIED BY•--~-----~----------:--'Date -------
15 
Figure 5 
Wonderlic Personnel Test 
WOND«IfLIC 
PERSONNEL TEST 
~ORM B 
NAME ..... ............ ...................... : ........ .. ........ .. ........ ..... ... .... .... .. ......... .... ...... . Date ... ..... ......•............ ; ....... . 
(Pieaao Print) 
READ THIS PAGE CAREFULLY. DO EXACTLY AS YOU ARE TOLD. 
DO NOT TURN OVER THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE 
INSTRUCTED TO DO SO. 
This Ia a test of problem solving ability. It contains various types of questions. Below Is a sample 
question correctly filled In: 
REAP Is the opposite of 
.1 obtain, 2 cheer, 8 continue, 4. exist, II ~ .... ............... , ..... .... _ ...... .... ..... .......... ... ( _!L. J 
The correct answer is "sow." (It Is helpful to underline the correct word.) The correct word Is numbered 
II. Then write the figure II In the brackets at the end of the line. 
Answer the next sample question yourself. 
Gasoline sells for 23 cents per gallon. What will 4. gallons cost? ............... .. .. , .. .. ....... .. ..... ........ ( __ ] 
The correct answer I~ 92¢. There Ia nothing to underline so just place "92¢" In the brackets. 
Here Is .another example: 
MINER MINOR-Do these words have 
1' similar meaning, 2 contradictory, 3 mean neither same nor opposite? ........... ..... ....... ( __ ] 
The correct answer Ia "mean neither same nor oppoalt~" which Ia number 8 so all you have to do Is 
place a figure "3" In the brackets at tlie end of the line. 
When the answer to a question is a letter or a number, put the letter or number In the 6racketa. 
All letters should be printed. 
This teat contains 50 questions. It Is unlikely that you will finish all of them, but do your best. 
After the examiner tells you to begin, you will be given exactly 12 minutes to work as many as you 
can. Do not go so fast that you make mistakes since you must tryto get as many right as possible. 
The questions become Increasingly difficult, so do not skip about. Do not spend too much time on 
any one problem. The examiner will not answer any questions after the tesf begins. · 
Now, lay down your pencil and walt for the examiner to tell you to begin I 
Do not turn the l"•ge until 1011 •re told to Jo 10. 
Copyrithl 1942 by E. F. II" onderlic 
I'Khlidetl by E. F. ll"nnderlic, P. 0. 8o% 7, Northfield, 1/linoi.J. All ritA•• · '"'"""'"· inciKdint !he rithl lo reproduce this le.tl or 
any pari rheren/ in. ony form hy mim,to1raph, ltecto~raplt, or in nny otlter wny, whether the reproduction.• are 1old or are 
/urniJited free for UJe, 
Prln.led In ,U.I . A. 
F'igure 5 
·wonderlic Personnel Test 
1. PAIN Is t he opposite of . 
1 polson, 2 torment, 3 agony, 4 comfort, II punish ... ...... .. .... .... .. ............ .... .... . I_J 
2. One number In the follow ing series Is omitted. What should that number be? 
100 97 04 7 88 85 82 I_] 
3. GENEROUS Is the opposite of 
1 noble, 2 popular, 3 moody, 4 neighborly, 
4. LUXURY Is the opposite of 
II stingy .. .. .. ............... .. ....... .... ... .. .. (_) 
1 plenty, 2 rapture, . 3 poverty, 4 devotion, II failure .... .. .. ........ .. ...... .... .... .. .. .. .. I_.J 
II. In. the following set of words, which word ·;,. different from the others? 
1 Methodist , 2 E aster, 3 Lutheran, 4 Catholic, 5 Quaker .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. ........ . 1 __ ) 
8. LINGER Is the opposite of 
1 maintain, 2 has te n, 3 require, 4 remain, G tarry .. ......... .................. ... ........ . ( __ ) 
7. Assume the first two statements are true. Is the final one: 1 true, 2 fal se, 3 not cer-
tain 7 The violin is in tune with the piano. The plano Is In tune with the harp . The 
harp Is In tune wit h the violin ................................................. ........ .. ............ .. .... ......... I _ _ ] 
8. Suppose you arrange the following words so that they make a complete sentence, If It Ia 
a true statement, mark (T) in the brackets; If fal se, put an (F) In the brackets. 
fuel wood are Coal and for used .... .. .. .. .. .. .................... ~ .. .... , ................. ...... I _ _ ) 
II. FURTHER FARTH E R-Do t hese words have 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
18. 
17. 
18. 
1 similar meanin g, 2 contradictory, 3 mean neither same nor opposite ? ..... .. .... .. . (_) 
I_J A man's car traveled 16 miles in 30 minutes. How' many miles an hour was It traveling? .. 
Are the meanings of the following sen'tences : 1 similar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither 
similar or c'ontrad lc tory7 
A faithful friend is a strong defense. They never taste who always drink. .. .. .. .. ... .... . 1 __ j' 
A dealer bought ·some cars for $2,000. He sold them for $2,400, making $5CI on each car. 
How many cars were involved 7 .. .. ......... .......................... .. .... .. .. ..... · .... ........ .... ... .......... ...... .. 
How many of the six pairs of Items listed below are ·exact duplicates 7 ...... .. .. .. ..... ........... .. 
3421 1243 
21212 21212 
558956 558956 
10120210 10120210 
612986896 612986895 
355471201 356571201 
A boy lo 8 years old and his sister Is twice as old . When the boy Is 10 year& old, what 
[_J. 
(_] 
will be the age of his sister>? ... .. ... .. .... .. ... .. ....... .. .. .. ....... ...... ..... ............. .. .... .... ... · ......... ...... ... [ __ ) 
In the following set of words, which word Is different from the others? 
1 armada, 2 band, 3 brood , 4 boy, 5 crowd .. .... .... .. .. ........ ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .... .. I _ _ ) 
Suppose you arranged the following words so that they make a true atatemel)t, Then print 
the last letter in the last word as the answer to this problem. 
is world The round .. .. .... .. ..... : .. .... ..... .... ... ....... .. ... ... ...... ....... ......... .. .... .-.... ..... . . [ __ ) 
VOCATION WORK-Do these words have 
1 similar meaning, 2 contradictory, 3 neither same nor opposite? .... .. .......... .. ...... ( __ ) 
Look at the row of numbers below. What number should come next? 
81 27 9 3 1 '13 7 .. .. .. .... .. ... .... .. ... , ... ....... ....... ..... .. .. .. : .... ... ........ .. ... ..... ... .. .. . (_] 
19. This geometric figure can be divided by a straight line lnio two parts which will fit 
. together fn a certain way to make a perfect square . Draw such a line by joining two of 
20. 
.21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
the numbers. Then write the numbers as the answer ... ... .. .. ...... ....... .. .... .. .... .... ....... .. .. . ... .. I __ ] 
.A, . 
. ~. 
How many of the five Items listed below are exact duplicates of each other? ........ : ..... .. .. [ __ ) 
Patterson, A. J. Paterson, A. J. · 
Smith, A. 0 . Smith, 0 . A. 
Bleed, 0 . M. Bleed, 0 . M. 
Petersen, 0 . W . Petersqn, 0. W. 
Cash, I . 0 . Cash, I . 0. 
Suppose you arrange ·the following words so that they make a complete sentence. If It lo 
a true statement, mark (T) in the brackets; if fal se, put an (F) In the brackets. 
all are AmericBns countries of citizens .. .. ... .. .... ... ......... ...... ... .... .. ..... ... .. ... [ __ ) 
Assume that the first 2 statements are true . Is the final statement: 
1 true, 2 false, 3 not certain 7 . 
All red-headed boys are mischievous. Charles Is red-headed. He Ia mischievous. 
Two of the following proverbs have s imilar meanings. Which ones are they? .. ..... ....... .. 
I. A friend in need is a friend in deed. 
2. Fields have eyes and woods have ean. 
3. A fox Ia nOt caught twice in a enare. 
4. A aettlng hen never gets fat. 
5, A rolling atone gathera.no moiB. 
I_) 
(_) 
A rectangular bin completely filled , holds 900 cubic feet of lime. If the bin io 10 feet long 
and 10 feet wide, how deep is it? ... .. ........ .... .... .. ... ...... .... .. ... ...... .. .. .. ... .......... .. ..... .. ...... ... .. .... . ( __ ) 
16 
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Figure 5 
Wonderlic Personnel Test 
FormB 
211. A watch lost 1 minute and 12 seconds In 24 days. How many Reconds did It lose per day? ( _ _ ) 
28. Assume that the first 2 statements are true . h the final •tatement: 1 true , 2 false, 
3 not certain? Most business men are progressive. Most business men are Rcpuhll-
cans. Some progressive people are Republicans. .. . . . .... . ... ...... ... ... ....... . ........... ... .. ( _ _ ) 
· 27. Gasoline is 15 cents a gallon . How many gallons can you buy lor a dollar.? .... ... .. .. ..... ..... ( __ ) 
28. Are the meanings of the following sentences : 1 similar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither 
similar nor contradictory? Every pumpkin Is known by Its stem. Like lather, like son . ( __ ) 
29. If llY, tons of coal cost $20, what will 3 Y, Ions cost? ........ . ...... ... ..... .. ............. ... ..... .. ...... ... ... ( __ ) 
30. How many of the five pnlrs of items listed below are exact duplicates 1 .. ....... . ... . .... .... .. ... .. [--I 
Silverstein, M. 0. Silven~tlen, M. 0 . 
~ej~~~ftlet:, L. W ~e"•trr:,ft~~r~: L. M. 
Wood, A. B. W oods, A. B. 
Johnson, M.D. J ohll90II, M. D. 
81. Two men caught 75 fish . . A caught four times as many as B. How many fish did B catch? [ __ I 
32. In the following set of words, which word Is differ<nt from the others? 
1 faculty, 2 Reet, 3 flock, 4 friend, 5 Ioree ........ .. ..... ......... .. ..... ..... ... ........... .... r --I 
33. Assume the first 2 statements .arc true . Is the final one: 1 true, 2 false, 8 not certain? 
Bert greeted Alice. Alice greeted Lou. Bert did not greet Lou .... .................. · ......... [ __ 1 
34. Which number In the following group of numbers represents the smallest amount? 
2 1 .9 .999 .88 ... .. .......... .. .... .. ...... .... .. .. ........ ........ .. .... .. .... .. .. . ... ....... ........ .. ..... .. .. [- 1 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39 .. 
A side of beef weighs 250 lbs. The average dally beef consumption of a family Is 1% 
lbs. How long will th is bee I last them? ........ .. ...... ... ... .. .. ........ .. .... ........ .. .. .. .... ..... ... ...... ... . .. 
Are the meanings of the following sentences: 1 similar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither 
similar nor contradictory? 
Frlends agree best at a distance . Friends are one soul in two bodies .... .... .. ... .. .. ....... . 
How many square yards are there in a floor which Is 9 feet long by Ill feet wide? .. .. .. .... . 
One number in the following series does not lit in with the pattern set by the others. 
What should that number be? 8 9 12 13 16 17 18 .......... ............. .. .. .......... .. 
Three of the following 6 parts can be fitted together In such a way to make a triangle . 
W"'' 3 '" "''~ D 
40. A soldier shooting at a target hits it 40 '/'o of the time. How many times must he shoot in 
[_) 
[_) 
[_I 
[_I 
[_] 
order to register 100 hits? ... .. ........ ... .......... .. ........ .. .. .. .. .. .... ..... .... .. .... .. ........... ,. . .... ... .... ...... .. [ __ I 
41. Which number in the following series represents the smallest amount? 
2 1 .8 .888 .99 .... : .. .. ....... .. .. .... ... .. .. .. .... ... ............ .... . .. ...... .. .. .... .... . ... ... .. ..... ... .... . [_I 
42. CENSOR CENSURE-Do these words have 
1 similar meaning, 2 contradictory, 3 mean neither same nor opposite? .. .... .. ... ..... [ __ I 
43. Are the meanings of the following sentences: 1 similar: ll contradictory, 3 neither 
similar nor contradictory? A chip off the old· block_. A beggar 's son struts like a peer. [ __ ) 
44. A clock was exactly on time at noon on Monday. At 8 P.M. on Tuesday It was 31! sec-
onds slow. At that same rate, how much did It lose in Y. hour_? ... . .... ..... .. .. ...... .. ... .... ... .... [ __ I 
45. Are the meanings of the fo)lowing sentences: 1 similar, ll contradictory, 3 neither 
aimilar nor contradictory? He who demands, does not command. He that compliea 
against his will is of his own opinion still. . .. .. . · ...... .... .......... ...... .. ....... .. .. .. .. ...... .... .... ..... .. ... I __ I 
46. For $2.40 a grocer buys a case of or.anges which contains 12 dozen . He know& that two 
dozen will spoil before he Bells them. At what price per dozen must he sell the good ones 
to gain VJ of the whole cost? .. .... .. ........ ........ .. ... .... .... .. .. .... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. ...... .. .. ...... .... ..... .... .. .. [ __ I 
,7, Are the meaning• of the following sentences: 1 almilar, 2 contradictory, 3 neither 
almilar nor contradictory 1 
Where there's a will there Is a way. The goda sell everything for labor ... ...... ........ .. .. [ __ ] 
48. The hour& of daylight and darkness are nearest equal in 
1 June, 2 September, 3 May, 4 December ...... ............... .. .. .. .. ...... _. ... .. ... ...... ....... .. [ __ I 
49. Thia geometric figure can be divided by a straight line into two parts which will fit 
together In a certain way to make a perfect aquare. Draw such a line by Joining 2 of the 
number&. Then write these number& as the answer . .... ........ .. .. .. .. ....... ........... .... .. . ..... .. ..... I __ I 
" ),r, ~,t;,-n-~,r,,....Jooo 
110. Three men form a partnership and agree· to· divide the profits equally. X ·inveats $51100, Y 
invest& $3500, and Z inveata $1000. If the profits are $3000, how much leSI does X receive 
than If the profits wen divided in proportion to th.e amount invested? .... ... .. . .. .. .. ..... .. ...... [ __ I 
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Generally the tests are 75% to 85%J.~ valid but if a poor test 
result appears, particularly in testing for a sales position, 
other tests may be used -- for example, the Klein Test or the 
University of Rhode Island Tests. The various department 
heads are familiar with these tests and inquire about the 
results. 
Par t icularly important is the past employment record of 
the applicant and previous employers are immediately contacted 
by mail (Figure 6) for pertinent records of the man. Brown 
a nd Sharpe itself uses a typical form {Figure 7), a Leaving 
Ticket, upon which termination data is recorded to be avail-
able for future reference by subsequent employers of the man 
involved. 
c. Selection of Applicant 
The final selection is made by the shop supervisory 
personnel. The Personnel Department fills out a Registration 
of Employee Form (Figure 8) and sends the applicant to the 
shop to meet the foreman and the supervisor concerned. If 
the fore man completes the form as indicated, this man is to 
be hired upon his passing of a physical examination, mainly a 
check on hernia or poor eye-sight. 
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In order to assist in the Employment of the individual named who 
states that he has been employed by yo'u. we would appreciate 
your cooperation in furnishing us with the information requested 
below. This information will be treated in strict confidence. 
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO 
OmCE PERSONNEL DEPT. 
Name: --------------------------------
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
e I 
Q.l Social Security No. ..!! 1 
• I ' 
= I e I 
""I 
-I
Employedfnnn: ----------~-----------------------
Q.,l 
To: f 1 
Position or Occupation: 
• I 
.cl 
... I 
C: I 
-· 
Reason for leaving: Laid off 0 Besigned 0 Diachargecl 0 ~ 
... 
f 
Explain: '1:1 
c: 
Ill 
• IIIII 
. '1:1 
• Quantity of work: ExceLO Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0.: 
Quality of work: Excel 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 :f 
Cooperation: ExceL 0 Goodd Fair 0 IIIII Poor 0 : 
Dependability: ExceLO GoodO Fair 0 Poor 0 'i 
Character: Excel 0 Good 0 Fair 0 oC Poor o· ;: 
.... 
Would you nMIDlploy? If DOt. why? • Q 
Dld applicant han compenaable accident? __________ _ 
u~.kmd?-----------------------------------
~00---------------------~-------
nn ~~------
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Figure 7 
Leaving Ticket 
LEAVING TICKET Date ________________ __ 
Name.----------------------Reg • . No. ________ _ 
Dept. Code ___________ _ 
Occupation Class __________ ___ 
Last Day Worked ________ .,rrective Date ______ Time ________ _ 
Employee's SignatuTe Leaving Interviewer 
To be completed by department head 
·Recent purchases? ________________ Co. Property?----------
EMPLOYEE RECORD Ability ______________________ _ Habits ________________ _ 
Would you rehire for same work? 
• 
Yes 0 
Yes 0 
No 0 
No 0 Would you recommend for other work? 
Remarks: 
Dissatisfied with job 
Transportation difficulties 
To stay at home 
Signature of De partment Head 
VOLUNTAR¥ 
0 Work too difficult 
0 Leaving State 
0 Ill health · 
0 
.D 
D 
D Failed to return after leave of absence 0 Another job . D See Remarks 
INVOLUNTARY 
0 Laid off lack of work 
0 Not adapted during prob. period 
. D . Discharged work not satisfactory 
0 Discharged absent without leave 
D Discharged undesirable employee 
0 Discharged violation of rule 
D See Remarks 
NOT DESIGNATED 
0 Retired 0 Deceased 
INACTIVE 
. D Leave of absence · ·O Workmen's Compensation · 0 Military Service 
· Remarl(s _________ ...,......~~---------------- ___ __.. _____ ...,...... __ _ 
2 1 
Figure 8 
Registration of Employee 
REGISTRAliON ·Of EMPLOYEE 
m.:n. ·-----,..----
DEPT. ------,..--_.._-~-------- REQ. NO. --'--------
NA~ -------~-----------,------------SEX ___ _ 
ADDRESS--------'------'--------'--.;....· · P.HOt«E _ __._-...:. ___ _ 
BIRTHDATE ------
SS NO~ ---------· * OCCUPATtON ---------------
SENIOR liT * CLA~ ----- * eooE _________ _ 
S£A\I ICE" __ . * RKTC -----
MARITAL ~lATUS * STARTING ____ * SHIFT _______ ,___ 
CITIZEN 
-------- ·• ·REGISTRY MO.--------------
CALLBACK ·. 
·D REMARKS_.;..;._....._ __ ~----......... -'-----..._---
INACTIVE D 
MILITARY D * FOREMAH _______ ~------__;,-
NEW HIRE 0 APPROVED ----------------
REH.IRE 0 ~fte-r . '"hf.',hlll 'f c;o"s'derd . sa.tbfacto-ry , sencJ afJfJH.~o."t 
------ to Dbfjenso-ry, IJ-JJJ Oth.-r111he f'l 'tvnl to 1'il'n·onu1 DtfJ~. UNIT 
, .. , . * RECORDED BY FOREMAN 
PHYSICAL EXAM I NAT I ON DATE ·'----:--------------
DOES APPLICANT MEET PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS? 
.YES NO ON CQND IT I ON 
REMARKS ____________________________ ~----------
DOCTOR IS S I GNATURE' 
STATE THE JOB REQUIREMENTS OR WORKING CONDITIONS WHICH SHOULD BE AVOIDED. 
DATE----------------- I NDl,lSTR I AL DEPT. BY ------------------'------
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2. Turnover 
According to Mr. Hall, labor turnover at Brown and 
harpe is a particularly 11 tricky11 problem because the company 
is one hundred per cent unionized. In 1955, there was an 
extremely low turnover rate. -ll- During World War Two, there 
were llQOO employees; but, by 1949, this number had dropped 
to 3000. When the Korean Conflict began, almost overnight 
the number of personnel jumped to 9600. Of this, 3000 were 
totally new to the company and were trained on the job. There 
was a great deal of turnover then as people were quickly hired 
and often just as quickly fired, due to being poorly fitted for 
the work. In late 1954, employment leveled off at approximately 
400 and remained at this level until September 1957. 
By 1954, employment had fallen from 9600 to 4000. These 
4000 persons were well qualified and well trained; and, quite 
obviously, they were the pick of the 9600. Costs and turnover 
were at a minimum point in 1954. 
After the fall of 1957, employment dropped gradually to a 
low of 1800 in April 1958 and these 1800 were seldom working 
full - time. The 11recess1on" shortened the work week to about 
35 hours per person. During most of this period a peculiar 
situation existed. Much inventory had accumulated and for 
the month of March 1958, a large portion of the plant was 
23 
closed down, leaving only skeleton crews. At the end of the 
month all of the people came back to work and since then 
employment has been rising. 
Se niority has caused a considerable amount of turnover 
since April 1958. ~r The union agreement allows little versa-
tility and restricts senior.ity to an occupational grouping 
within specific divisions. When a job would open up calling 
for an operator of a certain type a drill operator, for 
example, at a time when there was no work for a present employee 
doing another job -- a bench worker, for example, -- the union 
would allow no leeway to spread the work and hence, a drill 
operator would be hired and a bench worker fired instead of 
shifting him to the drilling job (assuming that he could do the 
work). As a result, people were often called in for work of a 
three or four weeks duration. A man is allowed a maximum of 
three refusals when called in for work, even though the work is 
to last for a brief period only, before losing his seniority 
privileges. There is presently a long list of trained personnal 
laid off and still retaining seniority; and Brown and Sharpe 
does not want to lose them. Thus there is this problem concern-
ing a spreading out of work in lieu of such hiring and firing. 
From 1955 through 1956, the company records show average 
turnover rates to be .5% per month or 6% per year. To deter-
mine a typical year is quite difficult but the period of 1952 
to 1953 will be viewed first. 
·~- 4 
Da t e 
January 5, 1952 
J anuary 19, 1952 
April 19, 1952 
July 12, 1952 
October 17, 1952 
January 6, 1953 
April 11, 1953 
July 18, 1953 
October 17, 1953 
Number of 
Employees 
7749 
7818 
8500 
8508 
8072 
7523 
7196 
6964 
6852 
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Turnover per Month per 
100 Employees 
2.24 
5.06 
3.65 
3.68 
4.89 
3.69 
3.27 
1.85# 
1.35 
In 1953, there were the foll owing employment terminations: 
January 19 14 terminations 
8 -people q1it; work was too hard, went to other 
jobs, were absent without leave in excess of 
the authorized time 
1 - r etired 
2 - not adaptable to the work during the probational 
pe r iod 
3 - l a id off for lack of work 
April 6 13 terminations 
9 - left for other jobs 
2 - reason of sickness 
1 - laid off for ~ack of work 
1 ,- fired for falsifying information on application 
July 3 12 terminations 
2 - laid off for lack of work 
6 - left for other jobs 
2 - not adapted for the work during the probational 
period 
1 - ustayed at home", pregnancy 
1 - failed to return after leave of absence 
# The Personnel Department feels that this low rate was caused 
by the fact that the vacation was near and these persons 
planning to sever employment were waiting to enjoy their 
vacations fi rs t. 
In 1957 the turnover was monthly as follow.s: 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
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In 1958 there was a great deal of turnover caused chiefly 
by lay-off due to lack of work. There were 2276 employees as 
of January 31, and during the month 2 men started and 84 
terminated employment. Of this 84, there were 18 retirements, 
3 voluntary quits, and 6 deathsw On March 22 of the year 
132 people were laid off of the approximately 2200 work force. 
and similarly, on March 29, 400 others were laid off. 
3. General Data 
Brown and Sharpe is one of the older business organizations 
in the state of Rhode Island. Through the years it has reflect-
ed the economic conditions of the country. In time of war the 
employment rises greatly, and, in time of recession employment 
drops. This system of employee selection has been used for 
many years and the great changes in labor turnover through 
the years can be pretty well explained by these inevitable 
changes due to the general economic fluctuations of the 
country. 
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B-I-F INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED 
1. Procedure of Selection 
a. Job Opening 
When an opening occurs for a shop job, the Personnel 
Department must first comply with the union agre.ement entitled: 
"The Agreement Between the B-I-F Industries, Inc. and The 
United Steel Workers of America," currently dated February 7,1958. 
Section 14 of the contract sets forth the required procedure 
in detail: 
"Section 14.03 With respect to promotion in the 
fillings of vacancies for new jobs (caused by 
reasons other than layoffs and leaves of absence) 
it is agreed that said promotions, filling of 
vacancies or new jobs, shall be posted for bids 
on the company's bulletin board for three (3) 
working days. Employees who desire to bid on 
the job will do so in writing on forms agreed 
to by the company and the Union •••• "* 
The contract continues in Section 14 to elaborate upon 
the procedure of job bidding. Use of the system might begin 
upon the retirement of a hand burrer and machine polisher. The 
foreman of this department calls the Personnel Department to 
inform it of the opening. Mr. Phil Moran, the Personnel 
Interviewer, refers to the job rating specifications to 
accumulate the necessary data for his notice to the employees. 
The job rating specifications are part of a rating system 
established by the National Metal Trades Association (a page 
of which is seen in Figure 9). 
* 9, Section 14.03 
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Figure 9 
Page fro~ the National Metal Trades System 
of Job Rating Specifications 
JOB RATING SPECIFICATIONS 
GRADE~·- ~~--~---------
lroli 'NAM. GRINDER I SURF ACE 
!JOB DESCRIPTION I 
Set-up and operate L-2 and L-5 Surface Grinding Machines to perform 
rough and finish grinding opera~ion~-on a .yariety of intricate parts, 
Grind flat, step or angular surfaces, male and female dovetails, 
radius grinding,. occasional form grinding ahd similar grinding oper-
ations. Set-ups are exacting and a~ j;imes difficult' requiring fixtures 
and a number of parallels, V-blocks, clamps and blocks to properly 
align work to wheel and to prevent moving a·nd springing. Determine 
proper operation sequence, speeds, feeds and wheels as necessary ·. In-
dicate work, as necessary, to obtain proper alignment with the wheel, · 
Dress wheel for flat, face, angula~, form grinding as required, This 
work requires maintaining many co-related dimensions and very close 
tolerances for squareness or parallelism and alignment where cuts may 
be made on opposite sides of a part, There are parts where the tol-
erance on dimensions may be fairly close but where other dimensions 
must be exactly the same as the dimension established on the first 
size, Tolerances on size and corolated dimensions and for squareness 
and parallelism are at times difficult to maintain. On such work as 
Outer Ball Track 23-3476, Complete Inner Ball Track 23 - 3497, Turret 
Slide Feed Bar 42-l4443, Turret Slide Operating Shaft Collar 42-14444, 
Turret Slide Operating Shaft Sleeve 42-14442, and other similar parts. 
Work to specified tolerances froin blueprints, using necessary pre-
cision measuring tools. · 
THa A•ov• DllWCRI"ION 00VIlN8 THil MOin' 81GNIP'"IOANT DUnKe II'ERP'OLitMI!!D BUT 001:8 NOT DCLUDit OTHI:flt OCCA810NAL WORK A88UJHM.NTW 
HOT M&NT\OHaO, Tl41l IHCLU810N opr WHICH WOULD •• IN CONrORMITY WITH THil P'AOTOR 0110111&&8 A8810NilD TO THI. JO., 
2 8 
Figur e 9 
Pa ge f r om the Na t i onal Metal 'l'rades System 
of Job Rating Specificati ons 
cooKNo. ~GuRx-~1~0~An_ ______ __ 
JOB RATING SPECIFICAtiONS DEPT. __ _,Q_,rc..::i:.:n.:.;d:.;i::..n:.:.gQ.._ 
0AAQK _ __ 5~--~--~----
!JOB WA"Mir GRINJ)ER. SURFACE CLAB8 . A-1 TOTAL POINTS --=.2.:...7;:.G ____ _ 
FACTORS SUB STA :-ITIATING DATA DEG. PTS. 
: 
Use snop ar1 t; tunot 1c . worK . ~· rom r t:u. x·.ry comp .L rcatea 
drawi ngs. Use dial incUca tor s , mic r omete rs , dopth 
mi c rome ters , s ine ba r . Knowl e dge_. of g r ind tne; ;nothods, 
EDUCATION wheels , cutt i ng qual itie ~ of metals. .Equ i valent t o 2 
to :3 ye ars t r a.rle s train i ng', 3 ~ 2 
EXPERIENCE 2 t o :3 years , 0 6G 
' 
... 
Di vo rs if iod work. Consi del r able jude;men t required to 
dress vheel f or va rious su rfac es, rm ke exac ting se t -
INITIATIVE up s, ob tain a nd ma i nt a in ve r y close to l erance s on 
AND squarene ss, paralle lism and alignment particul arly 
lNGENUIT.Y. whe n su r f ac e s a r e on opposite s i des of a p i ece , mainta :l In 
se veral d i mensi ons the s ame aft e r one dime nsion has bo o In 
"" t.Ah11 " h Arl nn "' na,..t . . bv t:T rind inp:, ... .. 4 56 
Li ght physical effor t handl ing light or occa ni ona l ly 
PHYSICAL: ave r as e we i gh t mate rials and t ool s. Considerable time 
DEMAND spe nt obse rvi ng r; r i ndinp, , chec kl ng work, a d j usting 
no n~ht no 
.. 
·· ··- . -·· - .. . ·-- ·- ·-·· ... -
........... .. -
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Continuous mental or visual attention planning work , 
MENTAL: OR making setups, watching ope r a t i ons, · .che c k ing work, 
VISUAL DEMAND maki ng adjus tments , :3 lf; 
-~ .. . 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Breakage of whee l s , jammlnr.; of \\he els a.nd wor l{, rJropp-
inr.; at t a ct1ments or wo r k on t able of mach i ne may c ause FOR EQUIPMENT damage ; se ldom ove r $100 , 3 1 5 OR PROCESS 
.. 
Imprope r s e t up or . ..operation may r esul t in unde rs ize 
RESPONSIBILITY. work, wrong depths, incorr ec t angles and caus e some 
FOR MATERIAL s crap , Pr obable loS.:§!.El S s e l dom 9ve r $100. 2 10 OR PRODUCT 
Thought l e s s ne ss or i na t tention in so t-:ur or handl ing 
RESPONSIBILITY of work or a t tachments , i mprope rl y f a s tened work fly.-
FOR SAFETY OF 
OTHERS ing f rom chuck, bre aki ng whee ls may c ause los t time 111. ":\urv to ot he r s · --· ·· ·· 
- -
3 1 5 
.. 
. . 
RESPONSIBILITY None, 1 5 
FOR WORK OF. 
OTHERS 
. , 
-
Go od wo r king conditians, ! :! ~y be slightly dl rty; 
WORKING Typi c a l ma chine shop c ond i tions . 2 ? 0 
CONDLTION!I 
i 
May crush fl nr,e rs or t oes when han dl ing wor t< or .•lf\ o o l s 
HAZARDS cuts or abras ions from c ont act wi th whe ol, oye injury f r om flyi nr, part i cles, May be struck by br oa ldnr.; 
whool. · 3 l fi 
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Before further action, attention is given to the seniority 
rights of B-I-F employees. The system requires that all 
employees in the separtment where the job opens have first 
priority for the job. Prior to the · posting o~ the notice, 
therefore, each of the employees in that department is adked if 
he would like the job. If one accepts, the problem is resolved 
temporarily. If none accepts, the notice is then posted as 
proscribed in Section 14.03. (Figure lo); 
Now the present employees may submit bids for the job 
(Fig ure 11). They fill out the bid forms in duplicate -- one 
copy being submitted to t heir foremen and one to the union 
stewards in order that the union can check on the company's 
actions. 
From this point there are, of course, two possibilities: 
(1) tha t there is a bidder willing and able to fill the job 
and (2) that there is no bidder ready and willing to fill the 
job. In the former case, the position is then filled but 
another job will then open ip as its former owner has moved 
up in the ranks. This will continue until eventually there 
will be a need of someQ)ne from the outside to fill the open 
position as with the latter possibility above. 
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Figure 10 
Notice of Job Openings 
October 29, 1958 
The following jobs are open and bids may be submitted by 
any emp loyee. 
Number Job 
Opened Code No. 
1 
1 
1 
KSM-6 
KlJffi-5 
KMH-5 
Job Shift Day Rate 
Hand Burrer & Machine Polisher Days 
Janitor-Helper Eves. 
Janitor-Helper Days 11.77 1.68 ~ 1.68 
Bids must be submitted in writing and given to your 
foreman. State the job for which you are bidding, your name, 
your pre sent job, and your foreman's name. All bids must be 
in by Midnight, Friday, October 31, 1958,~· 
Phil Moran 
Personnel Department 
PJM/jem 
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Figure ll 
Job Bid 
Date: 
--------------------------
Time: 
--------------------------
I hereby submit my bid for the following named job: 
Job 
Code No. 
Present Job Title: 
Foreman' s Name: 
Job Title Shift Day Rate 
--------------------------------
-----------------------------------
I understand that I will be on trial from 10 to 30 days. 
Name: 
--------------------------
Clock No. 
---------------------
Note: Please submit the bid to your foreman. 
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b. Employee Application and Tests 
At this point B-I-F must look outside the company for a new 
employee and the company uses a few sources. First and foremost 
comes the group of ttoff the street 11 applicants, so labelled by 
the Personnel Department, but not true wanderers. These people 
have been sent in by current or past employees. Their applications 
are normally held for three months and then discarded. To main-
tain a dead file would require a very large, complicated system 
and B-I-F feels that three months is sufficient time to maintain 
a suspense listing. Their second source of supply is the Department 
of Employment Security. Last, the company occasionally advertises 
in the newspaper. Rare ly is a private employment agency used ~: to 
obtain shop personnel. 
An applicant fills out the Applica tion ._ for Employment 
(Figure 12) and it is filed chronologically with other applications. 
There is not enough time to file these applications alphabetically 
or by skill; and, since the company is careful in the selection 
of persons from whom they will accept applications, there are 
never more than 50 or 60 on file at any one time -- thus no 
reference problem. 
At the same time as the applicant fills out the application, 
he also takes the AVA Test (Figure 13). After both tests have 
been completed, Mr. Phil Moran interviews the applicant, the 
length of his interview depending upon Mr. Moran's judgement. 
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Figure 12 
Application for Employment 
APPLICATION FoR EMPLOYMENT AT B .-1-F INDUSTRIES, INc. 
NAMK: _______ ~LA~o=v~----~.o=o=oT~----~ .. ~,=o=oL~O~-- 80CIAL SECURITY NUMBER---------------
PMEBENTADDRESBI~O-T::-Ao=o=T----------------~- HKIGHT ______ WEIOHT ______ IBE"-------
CITY OR TOWN 
YOUR TELEPHONE NUMBER 
XONK BIRTH DATE------~-,.::-o::-.----::-::::---,y:="-· ------
I.N CASE OF ACCIDENT NOTIFY 
NAME------------------PHONE_ ________ __ 
ADD RIESS 
PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYED HERS:f----DEPT-----------
~~~~·:gU~A~N~Y~----------LE~T·-----------­
OUTSIDE BUSINE:SB 
INTERE8TBf-------EXPLAIH---------------
KIND OF WORK WAGES 
DESIRED---------------EXP~CTED-----------
HAVE YOU ANY P'RIENDB OR RELATIVES IN OUR EMPLOYf-------
NAM"-----~------------RELATIONBHIP-----------
NAMC' RELATIONSHIP 
CITIZEN OP' U . 8 . A. YES-NO_ EXPECT TO BE YEll-NO_ 
MARRIED YES- NO_ NUMBER OP' CHILDREN ______ _ 
MAIDEN NAME 
DO YOU INTEND TO USE AN AUTOMOBILE 
IN COMING .TQ WORKf YEB'-----
No ____ _ 
IP' 80, REOIBTRATION NUMBER--------------
LIST TWO REP'Ii:RENCEB (I BUBINE&B) 
I , NAME 
ADDR&:88 . 
2, NAME 
ADDRESS 
EDUCATION 
DID YOU 
YEARS NAME OP' SCHOOL MAJOR COURSE GRADUATE 
ATTENDED YES NO 
GRAMMAR SCHOOL 
HIGH SCHOOL 
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY 
NIGHT SCHOOL .) 
CORRES. SCHOOL 
PAST EMPLOYMENT RECORD 
EMPLOYERS NAME AND ADDRESS KIND OF WORK WEEKLY DATE DATE REASON P'O .. LEAVING (LIST LAST EMPLOYER P'IRBT) WAGE BEGAN L!FT 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
15. 
--
HAVE YOU ANY PHYSICAL DEFECTS! YES-- No __ 
HAVE YOU EVER HAD '\BACK INJURY! YES-· -NO___ EXPLAIN---------------------------
ARE YOU Now RECEIVING Of' HAVE YO~ E;_VER RECEIVE~ WORKMEN'S COMPENSA'I"ION FOR AN INJURY! YES-- NO--
EXPLAIN1--------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ON T:J.!fF~~'::~!~NT~"vT :::~':s:~=~~~:~~~~~~0T:~~::o ... ~o8R:PEPi.~E~O :~~~E~T .?C:u~';, KT~o:&:L~~~=:.~: :~;~a: ~~~:~~~~="a".t~~T~~~ 
FOR MY' biSMISSAL. THIS APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT IS SUBMITTED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
SATISFACTORY TO THE COMPANY MUST BE PASSED BEFORE EMPLOYMENT CAN BE SECURED. BHOUL.D I BE HIRED, I AGREE TO BE 
GOVERNED BY AL.L THE COMPANY R.ULEB AND REGULAT·IONS. 
WITtfESSED---......,-----------BIGNATURE OF APPLICANT·--------------DATE----------~ 
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Figure 12 
Application for Employment 
MILITARY SERVICE RECORD 
BRANCH OF SEAVIC~; _______________________________________________________________ AANK ________________________ _ 
DATEENTEREO __________________________________________ oATEDIBCHARGED--------------------·--------------------
CURRENT DRAJ:.T STATUS 
OFFICE 
ADDING MAC~~IN~~~~~~~~ BOOKKEE'PINO MACHINE 
COMPTOMETER 
DICTAPHONE 
ELECTRIC CALCULATOR! ________ _ 
PBX SWITCHBOARD•--------
PITNEY- BOWES STAMP METER __ __ 
SPIRIT DUPLICATOR _____ ___ _ 
STENOTYPE; ____ ~---------
TELETYP·~~==~==~ 
TYPEWRITER 
WESTERN UNION ___ _ 
SHORTHAND·~~======~ 
BPEEOWRITING 
IBM MACHINES hPilCI,.Y TYI"E ) _____ _ 
IBM WIRING•-----------------
HAVE YOU SERVED 
STATE YOUR EXPERIENCE ON THE FOLLOWING: 
HOW LONG SHOP 
AUTOMATIC SCREW _____ _ _ 
BORING MILLS ______ _ 
BUFFER----------~---------
-~~~~~~~~~~~EGRINDI!R ________ __ 
MILLING MACH;N~E~B~~~~~~~ PNEUMATIC PAINT GUN RADIAL DRILLS 
SPINDLE DRILLS 
TURRET LATHE 
OTHER TYPE UNITS 
ARC 81: HELIARC WELDING ___ _ 
BRAKEP~ESB•-----------------NIBBLER __________________ _ 
SHEAR 
HOW LONG 
AN APPRENTICESHIPir _________ HQW LONQt___ WHENf----TRAD'Ef'----------------------WHE R£f ____________________ _ 
ADDITIONAL REMARKIIr 
. POSITION APPLIED FOI': 
SPECIFIED REASON FOR NOT HlftiNG 
SENT BY WHAT EMPLOYMENT 8£RVIC£ 
TEST RESUL. TBr TYPING! 
BHORTHANDr 
OTHERr 
PHYSICAL EXAM 
CHEST X·RAY 
BLUE CROSS a 
PHYPICIANS SERVICE 
GROUPIN8URANC'E 
l ' 
UNION MEMBERSHIP 
D. E. B. FORM 
M.a. A . 
TO BE FILLED IN BY ·EXAMINER 
COMPLI!:TED 
YES NO 
DATE 01" INTERVIEW 
COMMENTr 
TO BE FILLED IN BY SUPERVISOR 
DE.PT·-----------'08 CODI: NO----------------
JOB TITLL~--------------------------------­
DATE 
TO BTART--------------SHIP'T ________________ __ 
IS THE APPLICANT A STUDENT, 
FOR PART TIME WORKt·-------------------------
~AT'K--------------------------------------
CLOCK NO•-----------------------------------
I:"Y 0 
m! 
AC.TIVI'O 
VlCTOR . 
A"ALY5ll 
-
-
-
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Figure 13 
AVA Test - Activity Vector Analysis 
PLACEMENT ANALYSIS 
FORM A 
Nam•·· ······ ········· ·· ·· ........................ ........ ................. ........... ....... .......... .... ... ............... ..... Date ....... ...... .. ...... .. ........... .. ................... . 
Male ... .... Female .. .... . Age .... .... ...... ~:c~:~~ion ........................................... Applied For ....................... .......... ............ . 
Have · you taken this analysis before? .. .... ...... Where? ............. ... .... ......... ............... .......... ....... When? 
INSTRUCTIONS: Place an X In the Columns headed fir before every word that hai ever 
been . used by anyone In describing you. Draw a line through any word you do not 
understand. Be honest with' yourself- remember no one Is perfect. 
(I) 121 
persuasive 
good·natured 
mild 
stubbom 
considerate 
lnsp_lrln9 
timid 
courageous 
benevolent 
fearful 
personality-plus 
go-getter 
willing 
attractive 
cautious 
persistent 
eccommodetln9 
charming 
appealln9 
bold 
scalrdy cat 
convincing 
nervy 
humble 
soft hearted 
•• t •• : •• kind 
harmonious 
No~ · go back and plah; an X 
honestly , believe Is descriptive of 
WALTER V, CLARKE ASSOCIATES, INC, 
CopJrll'ht. UU BJ· Walter V. Clar ke 
All Rlahta Ruerved 
PIUNTilO IN U. I . A. 
You an not required to l'ln an:r Information 
on thla form, If prohlblted b7 llate or loeal law . 
Form No. AVA. 1 
(I) 
... .. ,_ ..
in the 
you. 
(2) (I) (21 
magnetic unselfish 
good dominant 
high spirited confident 
aggrenlve open minded 
aesthetic rolling &tone 
generous submlnlve 
sociable argument at lye 
smooth easy-going 
lnduclve decisive 
deliberate pleasant 
God-fearing admirable 
forceful opinionated 
friendly compliant 
obliging forgiving 
self-centered tactful 
conformist Impressive 
adaptable cooperative 
Interesting determined 
enthusiastic placid 
poised courteous 
.... ... ~ quiet . restrained 
egotist complacent 
tolerant l"!pulslve 
contented self conscious 
happy go lucky Insistent 
stimulating receptive 
peaceful fatalistic 
Columns headed (2) before every word which you 
When you have finished, turn In your paper. 
SCOill ACT. V-1 V-1 v.J V-4 
COL. 1 
COL. 2 
T 
v.s 
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Prior to the interview, Mr. Moran has reviewed the job 
definit ion and requirements so that he is well informed as to 
the skills, personality, etc. needed for this job. If the 
man needed must be highly skilled, Mr. Moran may even have 
sought further data from the supervisor for this job in 
order that he would have a better understanding of the type 
of individual he was seeking. Mr. Moran feels that, should 
you immediately realize that a man could not fill the job 
opening, you nonetheless do not reject him immediately as you 
might hurt his feelings and t hus create poor public relations. 
Also Mr. Moran feels that you should not build up false hopes 
and expectations in an applicant. 
The AVA Test is then scored and recorded on the Placement 
Analysis Record Summary (Figure 14). which is then attached to 
the application and filed. When the application is removed 
from the files to be shown to the foreman or supervisor, the 
analysis card will generally remain in the file. If a fore-
man asks about the AVA Test results, Mr. George Hodgson -- the 
only analyst in the company will give him a verbal report. 
This test illustrates probable tendencies of a man with respect 
to emotional characteristics and judgement. It merely produces 
a clue but nothing specific involving job capabilities.~} 
= ~ RECORD SUMMARY • . . . ~~-~-~'f' 1 
.----i ... ,ll,. . . • !:C 12~ Me l c R V·1 e l DR v e-M AX I = · PLACEMENT ANALYSIS-A Me--· .-. - ER="A'CT;; = V-4e -Ve.Mit< 
~ I 
AR =~ DQ 2 ___!£_ NAME DATE ACT e2 Me . R·RAW SCORE C•CONVERTED SCORE 
DEPARTMENT AGE [ . · ·•·· .": · · . J!H'o:t .l:ltwntmm . . · . . · . :] 
ADDRESS SEX [scom ! .. !,,j(),,,,A0 1 Ln~ 1 ,fl(l~;;, .o; ;, ,so ,,_u~• ••"~ l 
CITY STATE __ o~-=~~~~~~:~:~ : ~~2~i~:~~~=~~~~~~~ ~~ 
CLASSIFICAJION JOB CODE __ 
EDUCATION: .:...• _.:...._ ___________ _ 
o-~~·~•'••~=~=::!=~~~===~ =~~~!~~~ 
a - ~~~ • ~ •• 2=== :~ != ~ ~~=~~~~=~~~ = ~=~~~~ 
-·~ ·-- •2: _ ~; : . ~!=~ ~~= = ~= ~~=~ 
0~~~ ~-~= =~=~= =~:~~~=~=%~;;: ;~ ~=== = ~ 
0 -~ ~ .~ ·- • • ~ == = =·~! = · ~~ ~ 
... ~~.;::::St:::.!~-;-:;.:;; .::;; 'i-;::t;::::~:: ; 
• 0 - ... .... 
.. 0 - ... .... .. .. 
- - - - - -
Q - ...... .... . - .. .. ':!:!:::0:.! 
EXPERIENCE:-----'----------
-
o- ....... , ....... •2: !:: = :! '!! "::~!: ~;;:;:::;:: :;:c;: ::::~!!:S! 
·"=-::~;:::::s:c:=:.!~~;;.:;;!,;;;;j~::::::~~; 
'"'"'•-• ·•a- ... - .. .., 
- - - - - -
o- ....... ... .. .... ... ~~'::::::: 
. 
o - ....... .. •-• ·~ ·= ::::!.'!'.! ::~!" ~;;:;:::::;:: ~;:::.!: ;:: ~~ 2 
. · · z~m1!t!rso'\JI>r- · mf:tltl!t .30 .40 .SO .&a .7a .Ia .!a 1.00 1.10 l2D l.JO 1.10 1.50 l.&a ua 
ACTel Me I ER I CR I DR I SHAPE COM P. 
RESULT. 
. COL.l 
( 0 L. 2 
.30 .40 .so .&a .70-.10---:'a -r.aa ua 1.20- J:Jat•a t.la t&a ua 
AR JOB ACTIVITY RATING 
CON G. JOB 
AVA: DRIG.ORETESTDI ACT. PSJ 
copyrighl 1953, a .. ;,;,.oltH AN A L y ST. 
lr Wolter Y. Clorko • 
kr••. AU-J hl•r•lll i•ll.S.A. 
'1:1 
f-1 
IU 
0 
(i) 
;:I 
(i) 
:;::$ 
cT 
~ 
:;::$ 
Q) 
f-1 
~ 
tQ 
..... 
tQ 
::c 
(i) 
0 
0 
'1 
0.. 
(/) 
I 
'1 
<.::: 
"%j 
.... 
~ 
(i) 
f-1 
~ 
V1 
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A check is also made on the past employment of the applicant. 
If contact cannot be made by telephone or in person, than a mail 
form (Figure 15) is used. 
One group of non-shop personnel, such as service men and 
clerical help, are given additional testing for aptitude ratings. 
An intelligence package for skilled workers is used; and these 
tests are timed, quite easy to give, and easily graded. The 
interviewer himself will make the interpretation and these test s 
re sults are added to the package given to the superintendent 
f or use in the selection of the man. 
c. Selection of Applicant 
The applications are now shown to the foreman, and if he so 
desires, he may learn the results of the AVA Test •. He may decide 
after viewing the applications to speak with one or all of the 
applicants. He may reject all without speaking to them. He may 
hire one or none after speaking with them. At any rate, the 
foreman has the final word. The Personnel Department puts all 
the facts before him and he make s the decisions. 
The only remaining phase involved in the hiring is the 
physical examination and the x-ray. If the man is not current-
ly working, there is absolutely no problem. He can visit the 
dispensary at any time. If he is presently employed, there 
is only a preliminary check made for hernia or 
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Cil p.. 
In order to assist the Employment of the individual named who 
states that he has been employed by you, we would appreciate 
your cooperation in furnishing us with the information requested 
below. This information will be treated in strict confidence. 
B-1-F Industries, Inc. . 
Pe:sonnel Dept. 
Name'~---------------------------------------------
Employed FronL---------------------------------------
Tn 
Occupatio•n-----~--------------------------~------
. Reason for Leaving Laid off 0 Resigned O Discharged 0 
Explanation... _________________ __ 
Ability: Excel. 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 
Conduct: Excel. 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 
Attendance: Excel. 0 Good 0 Fair 0 Poor 0 
Production : Excel. 0 Good 0 Faii 0 Poor 0 
Safety: Excel. ·o Good 0 Fairn Poor 0 
In your opinion is the applicant loyal to U.S.? 
Would you re-employ? not, why? 
Did applicant have compensable accident?-~~~~~~~~-
ll 00, kmd? __________________ _ 
Sign,ed_ ________ _ 
Title ________ :---- Dat~-------------
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heart ailment. No shop worker would be hired if he had either,. 
Thi s procedure wo~ld prevent a man from leaving his old job 
for a new one at B-I-F; and, when not passing the physical 
examination, from being out of a job completely. At the time 
of passing the physical examination, the applicant is now an 
employee. 
2. Turnover 
B-I-F has never maintained records to show labor turnover 
rates as the Personnel Department feels that their rate has been 
so low that there is no reason to maintain such records. 
A look at the year 1956, a normal operational year in 
the minds of the Personnel Department, will perha ps back up 
their feelings. During the year, there were, on the average, 
450 employees and in the shop 18 persons terminated employ-
ment for the followi ng reasons: 
1 - sickness 
1 - retirement 
1 - death 
2 - resigned when laid off 
2 - quit for other jobs 
1 - quit because of resentment for t he bumping system 
1 - night man quit for day job elsewhere 
2 - qu it for no reason 
1 - fired for an undependable quality of work 
1 - stayed on a leave of absence in excess of the 
authorized time and was discharges 
l - left to go to college 
1 - summer employee r e turned to college in the fall 
2 . - left to go to California 
1 - left to take a job with the Cranston Police 
ur--
In 1957 there were 450 employees and 12 employment 
terminations for the following reasons: 
1 - returned to the Navy 
1 - left for better opportunity 
1 - fired for insubordination 
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1 - left for another job as his prior police record 
made him uncomfortable 
1 - went into the hardware business 
2 - left for an out-of-town job 
1 - went to college 
1 - quit to go into his own business 
1 - went to California 
2 - deaths 
n: 
In 1958 to date (October), there were 7 employment 
terminations as follows: 
1 - death 
1 - left to attend school 
5 - left for other jobs, etc. 
3. General Data 
B-I-F is one of Rhode Island's most prominent corporations. 
It produces meters, feeders, and controls of a high quality 
character. Its various trade-names are: 
B-I-F Industries, Inc. 
Builders-Providence, Inc. 
Proportioneers,Inc. 
Omega Machine Company 
Among its outstanding products are Venturi tubes; water, sewage, 
and waste treatment instruments; and chemical proportioning 
equipment. 
The company presently employs approximately 920 persons 
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inclusive of office, shop, and out-of-town personne 1 (sales 
people and service men). Of these 920 people, 500 are shop 
workers; and of this 500, 420 are union members. The remaining 
80 are not on production jobs which necessitate union affiliat-
ion. Such overhead persons are dispatchers, final product 
inspectors, and foremen. 
Noticeable in the Personnel Office of· this company is 
the comparative youth of the administrators. Nonetheless, 
they appear to be very capable, very interested in their work, 
and well pleased with the system they utilize. 
UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY 
1. Procedure of Selection 
a. Job Opening 
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When a position opens up in a department, the foreman i -
forms the Personnel Office by means of an Employment Request 
(Figure 16). This requisition contains such pertinent data 
as the reason for the request and the type of individual 
needed. Upon receipt of this request from the foreman, the 
interviewer-recruiter takes it upon himself to lacate such 
an employee. In the case of a requisition for non-shop or 
overhead personnel, such as a stenographer, the requisition 
first comes for approval to Mr. Gerald Coxe--the Personnel 
Director--if for replacement of personnel or to the Budget 
Committee (composed of the Treasurer, Mr. Coxe, and the 
Executive Vice President) if for expansion and then to the 
interviewer-recruiter who will locate the needed personnel. 
This latter is done to minimize the costs of indirect labor 
at Universal Winding. 
By virtue of the contract with the union, entitled: "The 
Agreement Between the Universal Winding Company and Lodge 1605 
of District No. 64, International Association of Machinists,• 
dated June 10, 1958, the Personnel Department must first look 
for persons that have been laid off and are still on recall, 
if the personnel are covered by the agreement. 
Figure 16 
Employment Requ~st 
UNIVERSAL WINDING CO.I 
EMPLOYMENT REQUEST 
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Date....... ................................... .......... .. ......... .. ....... ......... Dept. No .......... .......... ....... .. .......... . . 
Number Needed (M) .... .................... (F) .... ... .. ............. .... Permanent. ................. : .. ...... Temporary ... ....... .... ....... . : .... . . 
To be employed as ....... ..... .......... ... ..... ....... ....... ........... _. ....... .... ...... ... ......... .... ......... ......... .. ... .. . at. .................... ............. ..... ....... : 
Reason for Request: Expansion ..... ....... .... . : ..................... .... ... ........ .Special Job ...... ...... ..... ... ..... .......... .... ..... .... . 
Replacement of.. ........... .. .. ..... .... . ; .... .... .. ..... ....... .. .. ......... .. ..................... ....... ... ... ...... ............... . 
.. .. ........ ............. ... ........ ........................ .. ........ ........................ .. .. .... .... .. ..... ......... ... ..... .... ........... ... ......... . ! 
Special Requirements .. .......... ... ............ .. .. .. .. ................... ... .. ...... .. .......... ......... , ......... :······ ........... ... .. ... ... .. .... .... ...... ... ........ ~ .... . 
i 
...... . .... .. ....... . .. . .. .. . ... . . ...... .. ...... ... ... . .. . ..... ..... . ..... . ... . . .. .. .. . ............. .. ........... . .. ....... . .. ..... . ..... . ...... . ............... . ........ ...... ... ... ... . .... . .. . ........... .... .. . . . . , j 
. .... .. .... . .. . ..... . ........... .. ..... .. . ...... . ' ' . .. .. . .... ..... ...... ... ................. ... ....... ... ............ ... . . .. . .......... ......... .. . . ..................... ... .. . ..... " ........ . .... 0 ••• • 0 ......... . ~ • • •• 
NOTE: NO REQUEST WILL BE 
FILLED UNLESS THIS FORM HAS 
BEEN FILED WITH THE PERSON-
NEL OFFICE. 
oo oooo ooo ooo oo o Oooo ooooo ooO .... . ....... . .. . ....... .. ...... . .... .. .............. .... ...... .......... .. ... .......... .... . 
FOREMAN 
How filled: New .. ..... .. :· ... : ..... ... ............... .... .. ... ... ........ ... Transfer .. .. ....... ..... .... .... ... ..... ............ ... : .... .. ... .. .. ...... ................... . . 
_fil)_~_<:I:~···:~::::.:.:~:.::.:.::.:.:::.:.:.::.:.::.:.:::.:.::.:::.:.:.:.:.:.::.::.::.:;:::;;,:; ::.::::::::.:.: :·::::::::::.:.:::::.:.:.:.:.:: :~::::.'..::::.::::: ·.:.::.:.:·~:.::::.:.::·. : ·:.:_· :.:.: ·:::.:.: ·:.:.:.:..:::.:.:::::::···· ··· ··· ··· ····· ······· ~· 
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Par. 8.12 "In the recall of laid off employees, 
the three senior employees in the appropriate 
seniority occupational group will be notified 
of these job openings. Each of these employees, 
able and desirous of returning to work, shall 
notify the personnel office to this effect in 
writing. Each job will be filled by employees 
of the highest seniorit~ responding during the 
four (4) day period •••• * 
These persons maintain their seniority for various durations 
depending on their previous length of employment. When the 
recall list has been exhausted, the Employment Office checks 
the re.quests of present employees for transfers to different 
types of work. The company does maintain a certain amount of 
leeway because there are certain persons not sufficiently 
skilled for the jobs to which they are requesting transfer. 
In the case of the opening of a new department, there would 
be an interplant notice posted for people who would want to 
be considered for the jobs. There is a strong feeling in the 
company that internal promotion is far better than bringing 
in new individuals and Mr. Coxe is always subconsciously 
looking at employees with ideas of promoting them in the 
future. 
At this point the company must now seek an outside 
employee. The major source of personnel supply is the 
Department of Employment Security. A second source is the 
union itself, particularly since the many lay-offs at other 
companies, such as Brown and Sharpe. There are many skilled 
* 13, Par. 8.12 
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laborers, union members, out of work; and, by contacting the 
union itself, these persons can be obtained for employment. 
Often newspaper advertisements are used but seldom can skilled 
labor be found in this manner. Sometimes a private employment 
agency is contacted but this has not been a satisfactory means. 
For other than shop personnel, such as stenographers and IBM 
operators--i.e. white collar workers, this service has been 
good. The shop worker, earning an hourly wage, does not like 
to pay the f ee of a commercial employment agency. In general, 
there are today many unemployed persons but few are skilled 
laborers and this increases the problem of obtaining suitable 
employees. 
There i s an additional procedure followed in regard to 
the opening of a new job, in addition to the above. It is the 
policy of the company to spread the •word" among their present 
employees when an opening exists. The employees will inform 
their friends and relatives who will then make application 
for the job. As a result, in the company all sorts of re-
latives are found but nobody works under one of his relations. 
b. Employment Application and Tests 
When an applicant arrives at the Employment Office seeking 
a shop job, he fills out an Application for Employment (Shop) 
(Figure 17) which he receives from the receptionist. 
Figure 17 
Application for Employment (Shop) 
UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT (SHOP) 
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DATE ____________________________ ~ 
What job are you applying for?_~----------~------ Date of Birth----------------------------' 
Nam~-------------------------
Address ________________________ ~--------------------------------------------------------
Phone. ______________________ Soa i·al Security Number ____________ _;_ ___________________ __J 
r 
Jobs you are qualified to perform: i 
Experience Experie>nce I 
Check here: Check here : Operating Setting 'Up ). 
·-- All-around Machinist 
Arc Welder . 
Bench Assembler 
Carpenter 
Cutter Grinder 
Electrician 
.Inspector 
Laborer 
Lift Truck Operator 
_ ._ Machine Assembler 
__ Painter 
___ Piper 
__ Repair Machinist 
Stockhandler 
__ Tool Crib Attendant 
___ Tool &. Gage Grinder 
__ Toolmaker 
Yrs. Mos. Yrs . Mos. Yrs , Mos . 
___ Automatic Screw Machine 
___ Drill Press 
___ Engine Lathe 
Gear Cutter 
---
__ Grinder 
___ Hand Screw Machine 
___ Milling Machine 
___ Punch Press 
___ Sheet Metal Man 
Turret Lathe 
--If there are additional L pbs you are qualified to 
perform, list here: 
What jobs would you be willing to accept? 1st Choice ______________________ ~--------------~ 
2nd Cho i c e'----.,.-------;__-------------------·3rd Choice ______ ...:...... __________________________ __; 
What shifts would you be able to work? Day (First ) ____ Evening (Second) ___ Night (Third) ____ _ 
How well can you read shop prints? Very well~airly well ___ Not very well_Not at all __ _ 
Did you graduate from high school? Yes ___ No __ Total years of school ________________________ ~ 
Have you ever served a formal A Jprenticeship? Yes __ No __ If yes, trade? ____________________ ~ 
Where served ___________________________________________________________________________ ~~ , 
Have yoti any physical disability? Yes ___ No __ .If yes, please describe: _____________________ ___,; 
Were you employed· here befbre? Yes_· _No___ I 
.If )fee,· .:.Vhat was last year_o_f __ e_m_p_l_o_ym __ e_n_,.t-?~---· =·-I_f_y_o_u __ w_e_r_e_p_r_e_v_.i_o_u_s_l_y __ e_m_p_lo_y_e_d __ h_e_r_e __ u_n_d.er a I difteren~ qame, what name? . ----{ 
Who refer~ed you to Universal? _________________________________ _ 
u.Yi.co 1FORM 94~4A OVER 
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Figure 17 
Application for Employment (Shop) 
EMPLOYMF:NT RECORD (PLEASE FILL IN .EVERY ITEM) 
·-·-· --
Employer ' s Name &. Address Job Title Years Highest Reason For 
---------
_,E__!))plOYed l:lm.u'J.:LiiEiie Leavi.nP. 
WHAT WAS 
YOU~ --
From ___ t 
LAST To I JOB7 
WHAt Y!A.S 
YOUR NEKT F·rom ___ ~. 
-
· - ) 
TO LAST To 
JOB! 
WHAT WAS 
YOUR NE XT 
From ___ ~-
PREVIOUS To 
JOB! I 
WHAT WAS 
OUR NEXT 
F'rom ___ t 
PPEVIOUS To 
JOB I 
Were you ever on permanent active duty in .any liranch of tl.e United States Armed Foraee? 
Yea __ No __ If yes, what branol.?. When? From To ____ _ 
Were you ever paid Workmen' e Compeneat.ion for an occupat. ional fllneea or injury? Yee __ No __ . _ 
If yea, What .year or yeare?_~------.,.-------
Name of employer Name of Inauranc-e~C-om_p_a~n-y------~----------~--~-~----------------
Were you ever arrested? Yee __ Nci __ .If eo, give complete details, including disposition of 
cha rge _________________________________________ ~----~-----------------------------------
.IMPORTANT : 
Check over the information you have given above very carefully for ACCURACY, since it :La 
used as a basis f'or daciding whether or not we are in·tereated in employing you .. In the event. we 
do employ you , any information you have given which is later found to be miarepreaen+.ation or 
falsification can result in your dismissal. 
Statement of ap Jlicant; I have read and understand the above with all its implications. 
Applicant's Signature 
DO NOT : WRITE BELOW THIS LINE 
I 
' i 
I 
; 
'I I 
Interv i ew'ed ·b Y---------------------------------~In te rv iewer ' s note a : --------------------------
U,W , CO . 94·4B 
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The next phase is the interview but, prior to this, the 
interviewer familiarizes himself with the type of individual 
he needs. For this, a very simple job ranking system, unique 
at Universal Winding , is used. The best informed people of the 
company sat down, classified the jobs into certain groupings, 
and then rated these jobs accordingly. This system is normally 
not changed or reviewed periodically. These individuals 
numbered six or seven and had years of machine shop experience 
behind them. In this group were such men as: 
Chief Estimator 
Vice President in Charge of Manufacturing 
Manufacturing Engineer 
Machine Shop Supervisor 
Chief Industrial Engineer 
Assembly Supervisor 
Chief Inspector 
Formerly the Metal Trades system of ratings was utilized but it 
became a problem particularly because of union and company dis-
agreement. With the Metal Trades system, hours were spent 
arguing about labor grades but with the Universal Winding 
system not two full working days per year have been spent 
on such disputes. In the Metal Trades system, there are five 
degrees. These are rated in reference to various working 
conditions and these conditional factors continually cause 
debate. In the Universal Winding system, comparable jobs are 
always placed in groups. The system ties in with the incentive 
system shown in the union agreement as base rates are rated 
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the same as the above. There are three steps in each 
classification. Steps number two (2) and three (3) are learning 
steps and number one (1) is the ultimate step which everyone 
wants to attain. If a change occurs in the production tech-
niques, the jobs are reviewed and there is seldom a problem of 
disagreement between management and union as to ratings.~~ The 
more complex the system used for rating employees, the more head-
aches that are created in keeping the system up to date. A simple 
system requires little technical debate and is generally satis-
factory to all parties concerned. 
The interview is very straightforward. The interview~ 
reviews the application thoroughly with the applicant and tries 
to determine the applicant's q1alifications in terms of the 
necessary skills and general aptitude. Discrepancies on the 
applications are looked for and the interviewer draws upon his 
experience to pass judgement. 
The company rarely used a psychological test for their shop 
personnel. Occasionally one is used to check a man who requests 
a radical transfer, e.g. from one department and type of work 
to a completely different environment, and the company may wish 
to ascertain if the app licant has any real ability, etc. 
Applications, if not immediately used, are kept in suspense 
files for ninety days but generally the length of this suspense 
time depends on the type of job involved • 
* 9, See Par. 10.8 
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After a satisfactory interview has been completed, certain 
reference checks are sent out to past and/or present employers. 
If the Personnel Department is in a hurry to make this check, 
it will be done by telephone or in person. A very good re-
lationship exists between the companies in the metal trades 
industries in this area and personnel offices are not reluctant 
to answer q.1 estions regarding past employees. If there is 
sufficient time, a check is made with a Request for Employment 
Information (Figure 18). The past employer will draw the infor-
mation from the termination records maintmned and this infor-
mation will be sent to Universal Winding to complete the 
application data. 
c. Selection of Applicant 
The job is not offered to an applicant until the foreman 
of the department concerned has interviewed the a pplicant. If 
the foreman a pproves of the applicant, then specifically the 
job is offered. If accepted, the a pplicant is then sent for a 
physical examination; and if he fulfills the standard require-
ments of the company, he is hiredv 
2. Turnover 
The average size of the Universal Winding Company is normally 
1200 but presently the company is operating with a less than 
normal size work force of about 1100 employees. There is no 
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Figure 18 
Request for Employment Information 
REQUEST FOR EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 
To: ..... ........................ ......... .............. : .................................................... __ ....................... . Date ...................................................... .. 
We would appreciate your IU)'Ilishing the information requested below on the person .named, who claims to have been 
previously employed by you. Be assured that all such information will be treated in confidence. We shall be glad at 
_m~y time to likewise be of assistance to you. 
UNIVERSAL WINDING COMPANY 
By .......................................................... .. 
Appliccmt's Name ............................... .' .......... , ................................... ............................ . Soc. Sec. No .................... ............................ - .. 
Present Address ................................................................................... .................................................. · ................................................... , .. 
Reaaon lor LeCIT!aq (check one) 
Employed From To Job nu. Lack oJ Work Rolllgaed Dlemloeed • 
1. 
2. 
3. . ..... ......................................................................... . 
0 
0 
0 
From standpoint of quality of work and quantity produced how would you rate?; 
Outstanding 0 Very Good 0 Good 0 Acceptable 0 Poor 0 
Lost time: Very little? 0 Soce, but not excessive? 0 Considerable? 0 
Usually punctual? Yes 0 No 0 Would you re-employ? 
Was subject ever injured while in your employ? Yes D No 0 
If so, was Workmen's Compensation paid? Yes D :No 0 
Approximate duration ·of benefits: ... ,................ weeks. 
Yes 0 
0 
0 
0 
No O• . 
D 
0 
0 
Name of insurance carrier crt the time: ................... ~ ......... ...................................... ~ ......................................................... , ............... . 
Were there any unusual aspecls of the case in which we would be interested as a prospective risk taker? 
Yes D"' No 0 
• PLEASE AMPLIFY: ....................................................... , ................ , ........... : ............................................................................................ .. 
........................................................................................................... -........................................................................................................... . 
ooooooo ... oooo oooouuoo-oooonuooo oooooooo o oo oooooooooo ooo oooo ooooooooo oo oo oo o o o oouooooo oooo ooouo ooooo~ oooooooouoo oooooooooooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooo•"•• • •••• • ••o o ooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
............ , .................. ~ .................................................. ....................................................................................................................................... . 
Signed .......... : ................................................................................... · ......... . Title ................. , ................................................. .. 
For your rep)y we bave enclosed a stamped addressed envelope. 
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normal period that the Personnel Department would class as 
such for labor turnover data. In 1949, there were 2300 
employees and as of August 1958, there were only 900. There 
have been great fluctuations as the company's business has 
reflected the trends in the textile industry, but has received 
no part of the industrial booms in which other industries in 
this area have shared. Even prior to World War Two, it is 
difficult to select a normal year. A picture of 1957 and 
1958 will be shown for the turnover data. 
1957 Terminations To Other Jobs Discharged 
January 7 7 
February 5 5 
March 9 7 
April 6 6 
May 9 8 
June 6 6 
July 7 7 
August 3 3 
September 5 5 
October 2 2 
November 4 2 
December 3 2 
Average employment in 1957 was 1200. 
In February 1958, the total number of employees was 
1004 and during the month 14 employees were hired. Also 
2 
1 
1 
there were 44 employment terminations, of which 4 were caused 
by persons leaving for other jobs. 
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When an employee is terminated from his job, a Termination 
Notice (Figure 19) is filled out by the foreman of that 
department. Since the paper is a formal document--one copy 
of which is kept by the employee--the foreman will usually 
make a normal conservative statement on this notice. The white 
copy which comes to the Personnel Office will generally have a 
note on the back, a little more radical and more explanatory 
comment for the office to have in its records. There is a 
termination interview given by the Personnel Office to learn 
why the employee is leaving and for this an Exit Interview 
Check-Off List (Figure 20) is used. A basic cause may be 
unhappiness in his work but very often the man does not realize 
this and thus he will say he is leaving because the ~rk is 
not suitable for him. 
Labor turnover figures are very difficult to estimate 
as every company uses a different computational method; and, 
furthermore, Mr. Coxe fells that the turnover at Universal 
Winding is quite low compared with that at other companies. 
Also labor turnover reflects the principle that a company 
must be very careful in hiring a man when dealing with a 
union. There are continually questions of setting a precedent. 
There is a certain probation period and when it elapses the 
man is a union member and as such it is difficult to discharge 
him. 
Figure 19 
Termination Notice 
UNIVERSAL WINDING CO., 
TERMINATION NOTICE 
Date ............... ................... . 
Dept .. ................... ..... ......... . 
Number ........ ............. ~ •........ : 
Name ........................... ............ ..... .. ...................................................... . 
Seniority Date .•...................................... : .... Jn Dept., ........................... . .. . 
Classification ......... .................................................................................. . 
Termination Effective ........ ............ ............ ........ ............ ........................... . 
REASON FOR LEAVING: . 
RESIGNED 
0 Other Job 
0 Work Unsuitable 
0 Health 
0 l eave Town 
0 Family 
Employee's 
0 Failure to return from Leave 
0 Return School 
0 Go Into. Business 
0 Military Duty 
o ............................................... .. 
Signature ........ ...................................... ............................... . 
DISMISSED 
Complete •tatement of fact• must be given on the reverse 
•ide of original. 
0 Not Adapted 
0 Discipline 
0 Attendance 
0 Continued Absence 
o ........................................... : ..... . 
LAID OFF 
0 Retired 
0 Lack of Work.. ........................ . 
QUALITY OF WORK: 
0 Very Good 
IE-EMPLOY? 
0 Good 
0 Yes 
0 Refused Transfer 
0 Intemperance 
0 Misconduct 
0 Refused Assignment 
D ............. : ........ ......................... .. 
0 Comple!ion of Temp. Assignment 
Date Seniority 
Expires ................... ........................ ·· 
0 Fair 0 Unsatisfactory 
0 Not in this Department 
....................................................................... Foreman 
........................•....................•......................... Personnel 
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EXIT INTERVTZ..J ~I-S:::K -OFF liST 
NAME CLOCK. NO. DATE 
-------
Items t .o be obtained; explained, and/ or signed 
D 1. Identification Card q 12. Phys. Serv. Pla:n __ Paid to_ 
CJ 2. 
D 3. 
D 4. 
CJ 5. 
D 6. 
D ?. 
0 8. 
D 9. 
010. 
Qll. 
Keys 
Air Travel Card (Sales & Engineering) 
CJ13. 
014. 
Imprest Fund (Erectors, Servicemen, Sales)t::ll5. 
Advances (Shoes, Glasses, Pay) t=l.16. 
Notify Payroll re 4 and/or 5 l-117. 
Patent Record Book (Engineering) t::118. 
last Address and Phone Number 019. 
Induction Papers - Military Termination 020. 
Veterans' Re-employment Rights 0.21. 
Blue Cross Plan __ Paid to 022. 
ISSUE PJNK TEIDIDIATION SLIP 
U.W.CO. Form l-!94-91 
Group Life Insurance - Form 
Pension Plan Forms - Sign 
Resignation Form - Sign 
Christmas Club 
Credit Union 
Notice of SeniorityRights -Sign 
Notice Union Dues (Barg. Unit 
only) 
Unemp. Comp. Explain & Issue DES 
Vacation, Holiday, & Final Pay 
Emp. Security Clearance-Sign 
txj 
:.< 
.... 
~ 
H 
::s 
~ 
<ll 
'1 
~. 
<ll 
~ 
0 
::T 
<ll 
0 
~ 
I 
0 
H) 
H) 
~ 
1-'-
Cll 
~ 
~ 
.... 
ca 
'1 
<ll 
I\) 
0 
c.n (J) 
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3. General Data 
Universal Winding has displayed a deviation in the 
normal pattern of employment used by other metal trades 
companies in the system of rating the employee. Of note 
also is the very strong feeling that internal promotion is 
a very important factor to be observed as much as possible. 
FRAM CORPORATION 
1. Procedure of Selection 
a. Job Opening 
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When a job opens at Fram, the foreman makes only in-
formal contact with the Personnel Office, for example by 
walking through the office to tell the news. Immediately 
the Pers onnel Department consults the Call-Back List to 
seek eligible persons for the job. Next a check of past 
applications is made. From daily traffic there is an 
applic~tion pool built up by the relatives and friends of 
present employees. Often a need for one or two persons 
could be filled by the above means. 
But, perhaps there is a need for 50 new employees. The 
Department of E~ployment Security is first contacted and 
asked to refer personnel. Private employment agencies are 
seldom used for finding shop personnel and perhaps one time 
in the last fifteen (15) years a newspaper advertisement was: 
used. 
b. Employment Application and Tests 
When an applicant comes to the Employment Office, he fills 
out an application {Figure 21) or, as often happens, the 
interviewer fills it out for him. It is more time consuming 
to correct the initial copy and so the interviewer often does 
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Figure 21 
Fram Corporation Application for Employmen·t 
FRAM CORPORATION APPLICAIION FOR EMPLOYMENT Date ................ - .............. ,: .. 
(111il lal ) 
Name ........... - .............. .. ......... ~ .............. . 
(lad Name) (Fint Namo) Type of Work Desired .......... .............. ...... .. ................................. .. 
Date Available for Work ............................ _ ........................... .... .. 
If married female, maiden name.................... ....... ......... ....... Minimum Starting Salary Required-............................................... . 
Social Security Number ............................ .' ............. ...... .......... : .. .-.. .. Citizen of the United States of America Yes 0 No 0 
Sex : MQ, FQ, Date of Birth ...................... ....... .............. . 
Hoigl,i....................................... Woight.. ....... ..................... ........ . 
Addros. ............... ........................... .............. : ...... . 
(Stroef or 8ox No,J 
· ··· ··· ··-····(cii;··~·r··y-~:;;~·,············· · ··· ······ · ··- .. ···· ·····{st~,~j-- · · ··· ... ....... ....... ... . Single Q, Married Q, · Wid. Q , Sep. Q, Div. 0 
Home Tel. !'fumbcr .......................................... .. If single are you engaged to bo married ? ..... .. When?... ........... . 
How long marrledL .................. How long separated?.. .............. .. 
· Ages of dependent 
If no home phone, give location and phone 
number for .,;essage ' 
children 
Number · of Children.............................. .. ........................... . 
... (.. ..............•............ --~ .. : ............... ................... . 
In case ol Emergency notify: 
Other depondents .................. : ............................... : ... ...... .............. . 
Wife oo· husband's name ................................. : ............ _ ......... .. 
Employed by ........................ : ........................................... ; ........... : .... . 
Name ...... ~ ...................................................... - .......... _ ........... .' .......... . 
AddreS> ... , ................................................... ~ ............... : ..... .. .. : .......... . 
. ' 
Phona ......................................................................... ....................... . Father's Name ............................................. ..................... , ........... .... . 
. Do you live with parents.. ..... Board ....... Rent or own-homo .......... .. Mother's Nema ....... ~ ..... : .................... .' ......................... .................. .. 
Have .you ever boen employed by us belore? ........ : ................. ln what capacity ............ , .. ........................ , ................. ........... ~ .............. . 
Hav~ you evor been bonded, nnd for what amount? ............... Has bond ever been r~fused ? ..... ..... 11 so, why?. ............ . ,.:._. .......... . : 
Have you any loans or debts . past due $ .............. : ................. : ...... Particulars .................. ~ ........................................ : ............. , ................. .. 
EDUCATION 
. Grade School... ........... _ ......................... City ......... ....................... .- .. ..................... : .... Circle last Year Conipla tod : 
.5 6 ' 7 8 
~igh School... ........................ : .............. City ......... ................................. · ..... : ............. Circle lllst Year Completed: 9 10 11 12 
. Major Subiects ................................................................... ........... 7 ................ Did. You .Graduato ? ............... Date .. :.- ~ .. : ............... _. .. .... . 
College .................... : ................... : ........ City ............... , ............... : .. : ..................... : .. Datcs Attended: From ......................... To ........................ . 
Major Subjects ........................... _ ........ .... ............ , .... _. .................................... .............. _. ............ Degree Roc' d ........................... : ......... . 
Othor Training, Graduate Work, Special 
or Corresponde nce Coursos (Give Datos; 
State Degrees or Certificates Awarded) : 
Scholastic Standing in High .School: ............................................ .. 
High School Extra~Curricular Activities ..................... ... ... ............. .. 
............................................................... 
i Scholastic Standing in Colloge : .................................................... .. 
! . ' • 
i College Extra-Curricular Activities > .............................................. :. 
! ' 
i 0••• • • •••• • • •••••• ••·•• •••• •••••••••••• •• • •••• •••••••••• • ••••0o••••••• • • ••• • ·•• • •.,••·• • •••••• • ••· • •••••ouoo 
i ·liLITARY SERVICE 
Degree of . 
Vote ran : Yas 0; No Q, Date Enterod .................... ...... ......... Dcto bisch,.rged ................................... Disabilily< ................................ . 
Bro'nch of Service ................. : ........... ~ ........................................ : ........ Rank When Discharged ............................................... .-....... ........ .. 
l ~ - .. 
Nalioo·.ol Guard: 
Organized Reserve: 
Vcluntary Re-serve: 
YcsQ, NoQ, 
YosQ, NoQ, 
YcsQ, NoQ, 
Unit... ... :._. ..... : ..... ' .................... _ .............................. Rani<. .............................................. _ 
Unit... ...... _ ......... < ............................ _ .. ~ ................ Rank ......................... , .............................. ...,... 
Inactive Rosorvo : YesQ, NoD 
Spoci.:: l Trai ning i11 Scrvk:c-..... .... :···· ······--··············,···· --·· ···-···········-······-···-······· · --········-······ · -······ ···--··· ····-· -·····-··· ················-······ ····· · 
. ~ 
W:O~K · EXPERIENCE" 
Give last job first and work backwards. · Where several positions have been h eld in· on~ ~mpany; -~se 'extra lin.;. if neeclacl. ·· Use extra, sheet if necessary. 
:J \· ·· :1 . . ·. ·, II . 
O ATES EMPLOYED NAME AND ADDRESS NATURE OF ;'1. YOUR Tr!'1.E ON SrARTtNG r· SALARY AT · r~ · JltEASON P'OR. ;! NAME A:No TlTLE 
IMO. AND XEAR) OF EMPLOYER BUSINESS I P'AYROU.. t· SALARY . :· · LEAVING LEAVING :! OF I MMEDIATE 
,-... FROM TO . . . I ~ - . _ . . . , . J[ SUPEltiOit 
_ ..... ,."''--·· f t ;: ~ < , :'1'> ··.· ~-
SECOND LAST 
I 
THIRD LAST 
f"'OURTH LAST 
P'IFTH LAST 
\ . 
SIXTH LAST 
. SEVENTH LAST 
! 
.! 
EIGHTH LAST 
+ 1 ~ · r · ~ 1 :--; H , ;_. ----:-"-----~ >~r ~ . . " : ~ l ' - j : ·. ---. _-_ •• : ~ 
~! 11 : · ~~ ;- -- 1[ . j 
!! !! Jt ·!, 
II i --i ;;. I; ll. 
If you are now employed, indicate whether or not you wish us fa contact your present emplOyer_·- .------······· 
What is present 
condition of your health?'---··-···-------- Date and reason for last physical exam__:: _________ _ Did you pass Jc._· ___ . __ : ........... . 
Describe any handicap._ ______ . ---·--------.- ------·-·- -...:..-
REFERENCES, other than relatives or former employe<L-
· · ···-·...:······-----·····----·---···--·,;;;~;;-··-·---··-···- ·-· · (OCCU~TlQHJ 
----···:.::·:·;;;;·:·~·.-· ·.: ~..:~~-;;--=---~- ;-· ··:··-=----~~"a-;;;;·;--· (OCC1JII'AT10H} 
··--···•···· -··-·-········· ······ ·········-··· ····· ··· · ··i·;:·~-;;~;,--·· ····· --··-···-·· ·· ·---~~.;;;~-HI--
How much time have 
you ·lost through .. 
iHness in · past two y~rs ? __ ::._ __ ~--
. I i:ertifY:.ti;at aR s~teme~ts ... !1'"de on. thi~ -.appt.cation are true and under-
Jianchhat, fri ev~-.rt~f my being .. hirect" misstatements made hereon may . 
be considered just .cause for dismissal. 
---·-·---~.;;,;;~~c~,i;}-·-·-
(OATil) 
1-.:j 
'"1 QJ 
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the original work with the applicant to produce the correct 
data immediately. At any rate the interviewer does review 
the application. There is no psychological testing used 
for applicants for shop jobs. 
The interviewer does not refer to any job specification 
data. At Fram there is plant-wide seniority and all of the 
jobs are relatively similar. All that is sought is a good 
average worker who could do all the jobs or could be 
trained to do so relatively quickly. 
A last phase here is the past employment check which is 
done by telephone for personnel singled out for consideration, 
and this is the single most important tool in hiring.* A 
Telephone Check Form {Figure 22) is used. Generally the 
answers to the questions are conservative or favorable to 
the applicant until question 9. This question, "Would you 
rehire?", is a true test of the sentiments involved. Nobody 
puts radical data in writing and, by the telephone conversation 
word inflections can be picked up. This enables the Personnel 
Department to learn the real truth of the matter. 
Mr. Sammis, the Personnel Director, is a firm believer· 
in this detective work. He feels that one cannot accept 
an application a face value. All data must be corroborated, 
especially if it is completely favorable to the applicant. If 
one fact is found incorrect, several other items will be false 
also. For example, recently a man stated that he held a 
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Figure 22 
Telephone Check with Previous Employer 
T E . ~ E P !I 0 X t C ;; Z C K l~ I '::: ;.! P :r. E \" I C U S 3 :-: P :. C Y E I\ 
==== -· 
(Applican t t e Full Nnme) (Pooition for 111d.ch Conoid.ered.) 
(Previous Einplo:yel') (Phone Number)_ Name nnd Titlo of Superior) 
J., We have an n~pHqllll~ by th13 name of (usc full name) who .otntee that he WIJB 
formerly in y01.ir employ, lfe would_ like to verify t'he information given on hie 
ap:rJlication, · · · 
(INFORI-L\TION GIVEN llY APPLICANT) (INFORMATION GIVEN llY FORMER EMPLOYER) 
I 
4•---------~~--~~~~-----------(Ti tle on Payroll) 
3. ~rom To ~~--::-----------(Employ;ent Dates) 
Starting Salary on 
4, Salary Leaving --------
:;. Reason for Leaving------__,..,.,..,.., 
(.GENERAL) 
6. Ability 
7, Character ________________ ~------------~---------------------------
8. Reason for Leaving_..:_ ____________________________________ _ 
9, Would you :r:ehire? _____________ If not, why? ________________ _ 
10. (Optioqal) . . 
lfe are coneide.I'ing him for the position of (give brief description of job). 
Would you recommend him for that type of work?-------------------------
~1 iAdditiol\ol C_onunent s -----,.,,.,....,. ____________________________ _ 
(Name o{ Pernon Spanking for Previous Employer) 
Check Made lly ______________ _ 
F-l6Z9 
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Master 's Degree from a universitya A check with the universt ty 
revealed that he had never been heard of~ and a further 
check showe d that he did not even hold a Bachelor's Degree. 
The Personnel Office must also modify and evaluate bad 
comments , as often a man has two or three good reports but 
one bad rating from past employers. The one bad report must be 
weighed carefully before used because the ill feelings may not 
have been caused by the man himself, but perhaps by his 
employer. It must also be remembered that people tend to 
repeat the same patterns in gradually worse mannerse- Also 
some reports from previous employers may have mentioned un-
favorable factors, how ever favorable to Fram, since, for 
example , the man might have been a salesman before and is now 
applying for a job as an accountant. He might not have been 
aggressive enough for a job as a salesman while this lack of 
aggression would be favorable for a job as an accountant. Lastly, 
a personal reference is never used except as a last resort. 
c. Selection of Applicant 
Normally the Personnel Manager not only handles the inter-
vi ewing , but also the selection of the employee. The foreman 
of the department has a chance to voice his opinion by means 
of the six week probational period allowed in the union con-
tract, but almost never does a foreman discharge a man. 
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With an applicant for a more highly skilled job, such as 
a Class A Machinist, the Personnel Manager screens and sends 
the man concerned to the foreman for his selection which is 
subject to the veto of the Personnel Manager. :z'his is not 
really a good system, though, as the foreman is not a good 
person..r1el selector.-l~o He may want to see many applicants first 
or he may select the first man he sees·. His lack of experienc:e 
may cause delays and added expense in this procedure. The 
foreman really is not properly oriented to make this type of 
decision. 
The selection after the above procedure is final. There 
is no pre-employment physical req.:t irement. 
2. Turnover 
Fram Corporation is a national organization and for 
turnover data a brief look will be taken at the Greenville, 
Ohio plant first. 
-ll- 18 
August 1958 Total employed 574; 202 men, 372 women 
During month hired 12; 1 man, 11 women 
During month terminated 4 
Quit 3 women 
Fired 1 woman 
Octmber 1958 Total employed 486; 301 women, 185 men 
During month hired 9; 2 men, 7 women 
During month terminated 47 
Layoffs 44; 9 men, 35 women 
Quit 3 
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Now a look at the . Pawtucket, Rhode Island plant: 
August 1958 
September 1958 
October 1958 
Total employed 298; 141 men, 157 women 
During month hired 15; 4 men,ll women 
During month terminated 6 
Layoffs 3; 2 men, 1 mman 
Q,uit 3 women 
Total employed 226; 123 men, 103 women 
During month hired 4 women 
During month terminated 80 
Quit 3, 1 man, 2 women 
Layoffs 77; 17 men, 60 women 
Total employed 270; 137 men 133 women 
During month hired 52; 19 men, 33 women 
During month terminated 7 
Quit 1 man# 
Lfr;roffs 6; 3 men, 3 women 
At Fram dismissals are very rare as a warning system is 
used. Generally a man, once warned, will straighten out--
particularly in a labor surplus area. If the man is basically 
unhappy with his job, he will quit at any rate. 
:3. General Data 
Fram specializes in assembly. operations and the.re are 
few highly skilled jobs involved. The few phases of the 
operation include thre~ading, spot welding, assembling, and 
painting; and for these types of work, short term on-the~job 
training is all that ls necessary. A semi-skilled level of 
labor is prominent,and more than fifty per cent of the pro-
duction line workers are women. 
# In general, the Pawtucket plant has averaged 2 quits a month 
for 1958. 
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As a result of the above, Fram can use different hiring 
techniques than can most machine shops.* Employees need have 
no great dexterity. The company just needs a reasonably 
average person in regard to this dexterity. Fram wants an 
employee who will work hard and have a good attendance record. 
When more skilled positions are open, they are filled by 
internal promotion whenever possible. 
Dealing with women involves certain considerations~ Women 
must like their jobs, while men are more interested in the 
dollars they earn~ ;,A woman likes a socially prominent job. 
She likes to talk with the other women, and this, of course, 
poses quite a problem for management -- namely to get the women 
to work mechanically and to keep them from talking too much. 
Music played frequently at set intervals fills the space 
which talking might otherwise occupy. This helps to keep 
out gossiping and idle talk and thus fills the space with 
harmless matters. 
HAMMEL-DAHL DIVISION OF GENERAL CONTROLS COMPANY 
1. Procedure of Selection 
a. Job Opening 
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When a fo r eman needs a man, he contacts Mr. William 
Watson, the Personnel Director, verbally or by note. Mr. 
Watson checks with the budget or with top level management 
fo r ap proval of the requisition--whether for replacement or 
for a new hire. Upon approval, Mr. Watson must next use 
the bid procedure set forth in the Labor Agreement between 
the company and Lodge No. 2098 of District No. 64 of the 
International Association of Machinists (AFL-CIO), currently 
dated January 6, 1958. By means of a simple form a notice is 
pos t ed to inform all employees in the proper seniority group 
of the job opening. Within 48 hours, if the job is not 
taken by one of these persons, then any employee may bid•* 
If no suitable person is found in this way, Mr. Watson must 
t hen t urn to external s ources to fill the opening. 
Hammel- Dahl uses every available source of manpower 
in order t o avoid missing the right man. First of all, the 
c ompany always t ake s applications from skilled workers even 
i f there is no need a t the t ime for such personnel. There 
is no sus pens e time at which the current applications are 
discarded. Instead, t he applications are maintained on file 
for an indefinite lengt h of time. A man may have filed an 
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application a long while past and presently he could be 
employed, for example, by Pratt-Whitney in Hartford, 
Connecticut. If' there is a need for the talents of' this ~nan, 
contact with him might not be futile as he might be tired of' 
working in Connecticut and thus willing to accept a job. 
There is good reason, therefore, to maintain these applications; 
and, since Hammel-Dahl is a relatively small company, there 
is not a great filing system necessitated. Mr. Watson thus 
first refers to these old applications to find the man he 
needs. 
If a man is not found in the above manner, requests 
for personnel are then submitted to the Rhode Island Department 
of Employment Security, to commercial employment agencies, to 
offices such as the Rhode Island branch of' the National 
Ivletal Trades Association, and to the union itself. There is 
a great deal of liason between Personnel Directors in this area-
especially since they belong to a Personnel Club. There is 
a gentlemen's agreement not to steal a man from a company 
unless a check is first made with the present employer. A 
type of exchange system exists between these companies and 
often workers are obtained in this way. For example, when 
one company is laying off an employee whose talents could be 
used by another company, an exchange could be effected in 
lieu of the lay-off. Lastly Hamm.el-Dahl would also advertise 
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on radio or in a newspaper and sometimes personnel are 
obtained by passing the word around the shop. In short, 
there is no set routine and this company uses all available 
means to locate needed employees. 
b. Employment Application and Tests 
vVhen an applicant comes , in, he fills out an Application 
for Employment (Figure 23). He lists his prior jobs, skills 
and ref<9rences and he indicates his first and second choices 
for work. If he is seeking a type of job which is presently 
open, Mr. Watson will interview him immediately. If no 
opening exists at present, there would generally be no inter-
view at this time--unless the skills of the applicant are 
such that it would be wise to talk with him. If the job ties 
in with his background as listed on the back of the application, 
he might be considered immediately for the job; but if there 
is doubt as to his ability to do the work, further delving 
might be required. To facilitate recognition of the appli-
cant's necessary qualities, the Metal Trades Rating System 
is used; and since Hammel-Dahl has only about 250 employees, 
Mr. Watson handles the application and interviewing matters 
.by himself. 
If the man has the necessary skills, a past employment 
check is made with other companies. Because of the good 
relations maintained as mentioned before, a telephone check 
Application for Employment 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
riO 
DATI: P'IL.I:D•------1·-
DATit ACC:I:P'TI:D te_ 
POBITION APPLIED P'OR-18T CHOIC._ _______________ _.ND CHOIC'I•---------------
PREBENT ADDREB8--------------- ·--------PHOHil NO--rO,-::ow=•::-oo,.-:•C:•:C,,'CO•oo=o---PERMANI:NJADDREB"-----------------------~----~------------­
O WN YOUR HOMET0VE5 0No ROOM WITH 0 PAAEHTB 0 AELATIVE8 
HI:IOHT--"·---IN. WI:IOHT ____ L.e. 81<"•"-----
0MARRIID>. OwroowED OotvoRCilD 0 8CPAAATED 
HOW MANY PI:R80N8 DO YOO BUPPORTI WIP''"------CH lt.DRI::N.-----...-'PAAI:NT'"------OTHEAB•-----
DATI! OIIF •INTH-----------------DRAF'T STATU"----------------- ----
AAE YOU A CITIZEN OF' THE UNITED aTATE8 OF AMERICA? 
,,. NOT. DO YOU INTEND TO BECOME A CITIZEN 0,. THE U . 8 . A . l Ons 0No 
rA~IOU8LY EMPLOYED HllRI: ,.ROM•-------TD•--------1H- ----------------DEP'T, 
P'.UIEND8 AND AIELATIYIE8 NOW EMPLOYED HI:R"'------------------------------~ 
AECOMMI:HDI:D P'ON IEMP'LOYMIINT •v1 AGENCY'------'- F'AII:ND•------ AELATIV._ _____ AD·-----
GIVE NAMI:, ADDAU8, AND PHON& 011' PIEABON RECOMMIINDIHO YOU•---------
HOW MUCH TIMI: HAVII: YOU LOBT P'AOM WORK. IN LAitT THREII: YEAAe, DUE TO ILLNR•al 
UPLAIN P'ULLY ANY DIP"'ECT IN BIGHT, H~ARINQ, efi'I:I:CH OR LIMIII..----------------------
OUTeiOEaU81NII:aa INTI:RII:eTar _______________________________________________________________________ ___ 
EDUCATION 
YllAM cou ... Of' tn'UOY DID YOU DAft DP 
ATTI:ND.D e•H•RAL eP'IIlCIAL eftAOUAn' LkAYINe NAM. AND LOCATION OP' •cMOOL 
OAAMMAIIt 8CHOOt.. 
HIGH aCHOOL 
aU81NU8 COLLII:QC 
NIGHT aCHOOL 
' COLLI:GII: OR UNIVI:RaiTY 
APPRDfTICI:aHIP IN1---------------'TRADI:.-------YIII:AR8. WHI:RI:''--------------
·. DDCRI•I: PVLLY COURal: OP' .nJDY"------------------------------------
Pfiii:P'I:R TO WORK IN TH. 
JrOLLOWINO LOCALITI----------------------------- aALARY DPI:CTI:D•-------
P'ORM NMTA . ... 
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Figure 23 
Application for Employment 
PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT 
PLIEABIIL GIVE P'ULL PAATICULAflte AB RII:OUIREO BV THI!II P'ORNI COMNEHCINO WITH LA8T IEMPLOYMENT , IP' NOT CONTINUALL.V 
IIMPLOYED PLII:AIIIIL INDICATE PI.AIOD• OP' UHEM .. LOYMENT. 
BALARY OR "ATK NATURE OF WORK FIRM B OF fJAY ptER 
HA , WK . MO. 
A.l.•O OIYE NAM. 0~ P'D .. &MAfol 01111 DU'AIIIITMCNT Hf: lo D 
NAME 
AODR£88 
DATES ! FROM TO 
·--
IMMEDIATE 
REASON FOR LEAVING 8UPERVI80R 
NAME 
"OORIES8 
DATES : li"ROM TO 
IMMEDIATE 
R'EASOH F'OR LEAVING 8UPERVISOR 
NAME 
ADORE811 
DATE!I t FROM TO 
tMMEOIATE 
REASON FOR LEAVING 8UPERVI80R 
NAME 
ADORC.BII 
DATES ! FROM TO 
IMMEDIATE 
REASON FOR LEAVING BUPERVIBOA 
NAME 
' ~ODR£88 
DATES : P'ROM TO 
IMMEDIATE 
REASON FOR LEAVING 8UPERVI80A 
HAM I: 
ADDRESS 
DAT£S t P' .. OM TO 
IMMEDIATE 
REASON F"OR LI:AYINO 8UptERVI80R 
REFERENCES 
PLEASE OIVI:8 THI: HAMES, ADDRES.EB, AND OCCUPATION8 OP' AT LI:A.T THRI:I: PI:RSONa WHO A.R. NOT RELATED TO YOU AND 
HAVE KNOWN YOU DURING TH& PA8T ,.lYE YE.At•a. DO NOT OIVII. NAMEB OP' P'ORMI:R EMPLOYERB. · 
. NAME · PRESENT ADDRESS OCCUPATION 
~fJ.§=6'\~EA:fHli[~:'i;~~~~J'r?T:'b~ ~':.VJ'l';,ll-b~~V.J=,.?~~'yEJ~ J5J~'t'1'fJ~1: ~brfafil:isJI~~ UNDER· 
THE UNEMPLOYMENT COMPIEHSATION ACT IMPOaE& 8EVERE PENALTIE8 ON ANY P'ER80N WHO "MAKE8 A P'ALBI: BTAT.MENT 
OR REPRESENTATION , KNOWING IT TO BE P'AL&E, OR KNOWINGLY P'AIL8 TO DIBCLOBE A MATERIAL P'ACT, TO OBTAIN 0" IN• 
CREASE ANY BEHI:P'IT OR OTHER PAYMENT UNDIIR THI8 ACT, EITHER P'OR HIM8ELJI' OR F'OA ANY OTHI: .. P.RBON. ' ' 
81QNATURE OJI' APPLICANI!T;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;, 
THIS SPACE .FOR COMPANY USE ONLY 
EMPLOYED ON EMPLOYMENT AEQUIBITION NQ , _______ U-----------------------
.. ATE _____ fo "aT ART----'----- : Dki'AilTMEHT---------ICLOCIC N0·------
0 TOOLS 0 TEMPORARY. TO EXPIA 0 DEPOBITI:D AGE CERTIP'ICATI: 
0 PART TIME WOAKI:R D DEPOSITED WORKING PERMIT 
0 APPRi.NTICE 0 CU8TOMAAILY BELP'·EMPLOYI:D 
0 a~UDE,."y {MI~OR) 0 CITIZ.ENBHIP PAPERB 
D RECEIVING PI:NBION 0 P'HYBICAL ~AMINATIO"---==--
DATK 
0 GOGGLE· ·· , 
(] LOC~EA kEY 
0 GROUP INSURANCE 
[] OTH£R~. -------------------
ENTEA£0 Ot~ PAYROLL (DATE) --------••--
.y ______________________ __ 
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is used in the local area.# Elsewhere a letter is used. 
No psychological testing is used to further check the 
applicant. A person looking for shop work should not be 
subject to a lengthy test, such as the AVA, especially 
because the test results give false appearances. Such tests 
show an applicant's drive but not his skill or dexterity.* 
c. Selection of Applicant 
The supervisor concerned and Mr. Watson make the selection 
of the applicant to fill the job. Mr. Watson has made the 
usual reference checks and the supervisor relies on r~. Watson's 
information. He usually glances at the data given him and 
approves of Mr. Watson's choice rather rapidly. Next, there 
is a pre-employment physical examination to pass and then 
the applicant is hired. 
2.Turnover 
It is very difficult to select a normal year from which 
to draw turnover data. In 1952, there was a great deal of 
expansion. In 1953, there was an employment peak of 278 
persons. In 1954 and 1955, there was a gradual slide-back 
in employment and 1956 saw the company progressing once 
# To emphasize these good relations; during the interview with 
N~. Watson, the Universal Winding Company called to make a 
past employment check with Hammel-Dahl. 
* 17 
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again . 1957 was a good year and in 1958 the bottom fell 
out as a result of the recession as well as the merger of 
Hammel-Dahl with the General Controls Company. Data from 
1953 and 1957 will be held as somewhat representative for 
the ne cessary information. 
1953 Employment range: 219 ~ 278 
A~cessions Terminations 
January 
February 
March 
Apri l 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Se ptember 
October 
November 
December 
13 
12 
18 
19 
15 
32 
14 
32 
12 
13 
23 
15 
12 
12 
15 
9 
16 
17 
12 
20 
13 
5 
14 
9 
March 1953: of 15 terminations 
5 to other jobs 
3 hired but did not report for their physical 
examinations and hence were not really hired 
4 family causes 
1 not qualified f .or the work 
2 laid off for lack of work due to the union 
agreement seniority clause 
November 1953: of 14 terminations 
3 to other jobs 
7 laid off for lack of work 
3 not qualified 
1 absenteeism 
1957 Employment range: January 229 - December 217 
68 Accessions 
77 Terminations 
No retirements 
2 deaths 
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No discharges (none in approximately 3! years) 
No persons left for other jobs 
3. General Data 
Hammel-Dahl is m~nly a job lot shop and the majority of 
th empl oyees are skilled workers. The company is relatively 
small though and thus a complex system of employee selection 
is not used. The company concerns itself with the production 
of automatic controls and valves and the needed skills are 
used for the machine shop, assembly department, and the 
research and development departments. 
A factor of note is that Hammel-Dahl is very safety-
cons cious. In about three and a half (3t) years there has 
been no t~e lost due to accidents.* The workers here are 
happy and there are good working conditions.* Thi s good 
climate for the employees brings better production and hence 
greater safety. Proudly displayed are three awards of the 
National Safety Council for Hammel-Dahl's superior efforts 
and results in safety. Mr. Watson is quick to remind all 
persons of the competit i onin this ,Light Machinery Division 
* 
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for these awa.rds and, of course, he is proud to have seen 
his safety program rated above Dupont, General Electric, and 
other such outstanding corporations. 
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RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY 
1. Labor Turnover Statistics 
As do all state Departments of Employment Security, the 
Rhode Island DES files a monthly Labor Market Report (ES-219) 
with the United States Department of Labor and it is from this 
report that the necessary data will be drawn. The statistics 
are taken from samples which conform with the Department of 
Labor requirements. 
From 1953 to 1955 the five companies involved in the 
preceding cases were c l assified as follows: 
Brown and Sharpe 
Universal Winding 
Hammel-Dahl 
B-I-F Industries 
Fram Corporation 
-Machinery (except electrical) 
-Machinery (except electrical) 
-Machinery (except electrical) 
- Machinery (except electrical) 
- All Other Manufacturing 
In 1955 the following reclassifications were made: 
Hannnel-Dahl 
B-I-F Industries 
-Fabricated Metal Products 
-Professional and Scientific 
Table 1 in the appendix shows excerpts from the Labor 
Market Report and this data will be used to attempt an inter-
pretation of the turnover statistics compiled in the preceding 
cases. 
In general, there are today more than the normal numbers 
of laborers seeking employment--especially in the metal trades 
industries. On the whole, there is still much unemployment, 
more than was expected. There is a surplus of labor especially 
in the unskilled and semi-skilled ranges. 
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2. The Employment Service Function 
a. Application and Interview of Individual 
The Department of Employment Security is probably the most 
widely used source of supply of labor in the state. Thera is 
always a ready supply of persons seeking employment. In order 
to qualify for unemployment compensation, a man must file an 
application for employment to show his willingness to work, 
and this, of course, assures companies of a good labor supply. 
Vfuen a new applicant comes to the office, he receives an 
application (Figure 24) at the reception counter. If he has 
previously filed an application, he merely produces his 
Identification and Record Book by means of which his old 
applica t ion is located in the files. 
After the above, the individual is sent to the waiting 
room to await an interviewer. The interviewer reviews the 
application with the man, often adding data to faci~itate 
the classification of the application. If a job is presently 
available for which this man qualifies, he will receive a pre-
referral interview at this time. Otherwise he is given an 
Identification and Record Book ( if he does not have one 
already) and advised to check later with the office. A non-
claimant for unemployment benefits must contact the DES once 
every sixty (60) days to keep his application card in the 
active file but cards for claimants are always maintained. 
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Applicati on Card 
00 NOT WRITE BELOW T :iiS LINE 
St•t,; C I,t.'-" fNr'OIIIIMATION ' I: M r L OY W£NT COlJNtl tU . INO STATI!: ... !.NT 
·-· 
.. 
\ 
PC• ·s r . MRV'l.'\4<;1. 
WC: I 0 B z 3 4 5 6 7 
INT • 1 2 ] 4 51l7RQO 
TEMP· 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 X Y 
APT: G v N s PQKF ME c 
! 
GED~ I z 3 4 5 6 7 I • 
Ll[t a UJU: T I M E A CTIV ITI I:I CO MM £ NTa 
INTIU I V II:Wt:fl 
Al'.l' c lo l~ l~lai H I,I.I ,l.l.l,l slel71.1 . DO NOT WRITE BELO W T H I8 LI N E T ITL."tl coo t: • 
f, PftiNT L AaT NAME ...... , Jo410D l,l: .. s oc. a ~:c . NO , 
I I 
I. NUMII:ft AN D 8TRII:I:T ADDRII:II, R . O . O " .. . 0 . ao• N O . A , TllLI:,.H O NI: N O. 
3 . CIT't' P O STAL :ZON E STATE 
0. OAU o• OIO TH .1'· 0 M .. O,. O 
' 0 81 N G L il 
"'"i:i'':' '"iiA"Y ~- . n WIDOWilO 
0 o ov oocoo 1 I"· H•oo HT 1•· w•ooH T 110. 0 SI; ,.AR A TI: D -- , ---
P"T . IN . . POUNO'I 
SK ILL S , KN O WLI:OOI: , Aa i LITI IES D ATI: I 
II . 1,. VI:TI:RAN . I:NTII:R 'Y O UR LAtiT lr41l i TA " ~ ti i' R V ICII 
I I.NTRY ON ACT IVI: ti i[R VIC: I[ I "llLI:ASI: ,..OM ACT I VIl S IUIYICil l llftiAL N O. M o . OAT YI:AR MO . O AT '1'1:"" 
... I F NI:II:OI: O F O it '!'OIIIIIt, I TC)OL. 0 YU 0 NO I AUTOMOBlLI: 0 'tU 0 N O -0 0 YOU 1-IAYt LICt:N•t: 0 YU 0 NO TIIIIUCK 0 YU 0 NO 
... II" UHIOH .. I[ M.II:IIII , GI Yt NU ht.l:llll , NAME AND .t.I'FILIATON OF L OCAL 
... CI .. CLE "'IG ... I:S1' YI:AR OJ'" I:OUC.t.TI O N CO~. PLI:TED AND GIVE DEGREES REC I:IYED 
CIIIADI: BCHOO L I H I GI-I SCI-IDO L I 1 z c~L~E:£e 7 I Dl.Gftl[l[. I .1. l • B • '1 8 I .I 3 .. TEBT PII[BULT B 
HAM I[ B C:H OOL AN D LIBT COURBI:B 01111 T RA IN IN G t I NCLUDtNn Joiii L ITARY I WHICH 
P IIIII: P AIIIIt:O YOU ,.0 1111 WOIIIIK . 0 1\'l" Ll"NGTH AND D ATI[6 I:NDE D . 
WILLING T O Lt:AY I: C ITY 0 YU 0 NO 
WI L LING TQ LI V I: A T WOIIIIK 0 YI:B 0 NO 
TURN TO IN ~ ID£ OF CARD 
""" l.tC ,.UON C"• o - U S C:S · Il ll I 1 1/87J 
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Figure 24 
Application Card 
IMPORTANT CIVILIAN AND MILITARY EXPERIENCE 
Ill . NAMI[: .lOll AND Dll•C"IIIIl lliiACTLY WI-IAT YOU DID AND I~OW YOU DID IT 
LI:NC:·TH 0 ,. JDII I DATil llNDIID I 
a4 . N"~~ JOII AND DllaC fUIII: ' t:JCACTL Y WHAT YOU DID AN D HOW YOU DID IT 
13. LI:NOTH Of" JOe I DATI: INDI:D I 
IS . HAMil IEMP'LOYI:" OR llftANCH 01>' MILITARY e ii:"VICI: aa . N"MI: .1011 AND D I:ICRIIII: I:JCACTLY WHAT YOU DID AND HOW YOU DID IT 
I DATI: I:NDRD I 
~4 . N .UIII: Jo• ~NO OI:ICRIIII: llXACTLY WHAT YOU DID ANO HOW YOU 010 IT , 
3.1. LINOTH OP' JOII I DATI: llNDI:D I ••• 
Jll , NAMI: IM,.J.OYIR Oft IIRANCH OP' MtLITAftY llf.VICI' .11 , HI\MI JOII AHD OUCRIII: .I.ICACT"'Y WHAT YOU DID AND t40W YOU DID IT 
.It, ADDRI:II 
!1 . Lt:NQTH Oil' .JOII I DATI: llNDIO I ... 
DO NOT WAITE 81.l..OW THill LINII: 
IUMMAftY 0,. OTHI:ft WOftK IIX .. IlRIIINCI: 
CALLt:O DUft , ••• 
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b. Processing the Application 
By means of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, 
published by the Employment Service of the United States 
Department of Labor, all types of jobs are coded. The cards 
are colored or otherwise marked to facilitate their inter-
pretation* For example, black tabs indicate duplicate cards 
necessitated by an applicant listing more than one occupation. 
Whe n a phy sical inventory of the cards is taken for statistical 
purposes, these black marks help the counter to avoid mistaking 
the number of applicants. Applications of male veterans are 
orange in color; those of women, amber; and those of male non-
veterans, white. 
These cards are placed in a huge mechanical tub in numerical 
order according to the occupational code numbers. This tub 
rotates mechanically when operated and permits a great number 
of cards to be readily accessible in a minimum of space. 
c. Processing a Request for an Employee 
The DES uses an account interviewer system, each interviewer 
serving employers within a particular type of business. In 
types of business involving many companies, the accounts are 
broken down with perhaps one person serving companies whose 
tlames begin with A to ~and another serving those with H to 
z. This account interviewer acts as an employment manager 
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for the companies served and, quite obviously, the good or 
bad fortunes of these companies in these matters are directly 
related to the ability of the interviewer. The account 
interviewer becomes familiar with the type of business he 
deals with,a nd he knows the trends and conditions involved. 
Thus the i nterviewer becomes proficient and can serve the 
companies well. 
When an employer needs a new worker, he calls the DES 
and the pertinent data is placed on an Order Form (Figure 25) 
by the interviewer. These orders are handled by control 
numbers to enable better accounting thereof. By means of 
the description of the person sought, the interviewer is able 
to ascertain the code number for the type of occupation con-
cerned. He then goes to the card tub and matches the code 
number with the applications bearing the same code number. 
Persons whose code number apply are called to ask them 
to report to the Employment Service Office and then a 
Call-In Card (Figure 26) is sent, Whether or not telephone 
contact was made first. The one stipulation here is that 
preference is given to certain applicants first if they have 
the necessary qualifications for the job. For example, first 
priority goes to veterans with service connected disabilities, 
as required by an Act of Congress. Second preference goes to 
veterans who are handicapped but not as a result of military 
service. 
Figure 25 
Order Form 
REFERRAL AND PLACEMENT RECORD 
.IIPUCANT'I NAME OCCUJAnONAL nTU OJI ADOIItU 
2 
e 
At• Sn ~"· ... ". Otllll 
"""' 
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..... 
~0~--~---------------~-------t---------------------~-------+--+--+---r--t---r---r--~-----
.1·o · 
It 
.. 
ACnCn-4 SUMMARY fDA.U, ACTtoH, COMMtNT, OR ltEASON) CLOSING SUMMARY IDAU AND lE.t.SONj 
Fill Sf.AROU$, 
CAU·INS Sf.NT, 
ClEA.ItfOt 19 10 
(l( ,A, l[Q, 19 10 
EMPLOYU. tmn ACTS ; 
COMMf.NTSr 
ORDIUt P'OAM 
I EMPLOYER'S HAM! No. Op'"'""' l No. to lt.rw OCCUPAYIOHAl TlfU CODE 
ADD US$ om AnoN f.MPLOYEit'S JOI Tlnl! OII:CEit NQ,. 
llltPHOHE WHEN TO APPlY ,nMf , liMIT TO Fn.l lAT! OF PAY ----
PU.SOH TO SEl HOW TO l!ACH rNOUSTitiAL CODE HOURS Of WORK 
INDUSTJ:Y UNION j sn 101 srtc . . 
SUMMAU OF JOI (Wor• Pwlor~t~ed, lqulp"''"' Op~l•d, Wot.lng Condition~, E,lc: .) ... I AGE RAMGE I MARITAl STATUS I CltlllHSHIP 
PHYSICAl UQ!.nUMENJS 
fXPIRitNCI UQUIII!Mf:NTS 
IOUCATIOH AND TRAIHlNO ltEQUIREMf.NTS 
MISCULANlOUS UQ\IIUMftHS 
'· 
SICitlS, kNOWUDGf, AllliTIU 
DATE ANOTIMl INTflt.VIf:WIIt. 
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Figure 26 
Call-In Card 
RHODE ISLAND STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVIC!: 
If you are not working, please rep'ort IMMEOIAT~QiWffif.Jttd iogFICE 
employment to the office at INOOSl RIAL ANGE STRSET 
. 130 WEST E'I<Cl'l 
RH ODE ISLANU . PROVI DE NCE, 
DESK .5 
BRING nilS CARD . - YOU ,(]; 
DATE ... . .............................. MANAGEfl./~-7,4-~i:J?., 
U.S.E.S.-504 ' (-lo- e7i R.-I. /'<::;;/ v~ •' / (,o 
~ /I 
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The applicant report s as requested and the interviewer 
gives him a pre-referal interview$ If .the job entails skilled 
work, the applicant is screened in his initial interview by 
means of technical questions to ascertain if he is qualified 
for the type of work which he requests. It is therefore not 
necessary to check this man again for technical matters. The 
applicant is not immediately informed as to the name of the 
company having the job opening as be may not wish to be re-
ferred to the company. If he knows the company's name, he 
may tell friends who might go directly to apply for the job 
at the company Employment Office rather than being screened 
at the DES first. 
During the interview, the applicant is told to the basic 
conditions of the job; the location, hours of work, union 
requireme nts, type of job, etc~ If interested, he is given a 
referral card (Figure 27) -- Introductory Card) and sent to the 
company. 
d. General Data 
The service of the DES is free, both to the employer and 
to the employee. The costs of the DES are handled by the 2.7% 
payroll tax (or less if a merit rating system is used) paid 
to the state and the .3% payroll tax paid to Washington. 
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Figure 27 
Referral Card 
INTRODUCTORY CARD 
This card will introduce 
.... .... ..... ....... . 
NAME OF APPLICANT SOC~AL SECURITY NUMBER 
Who. is t~.ferred in· response to your request 
F?~ Por~von of. . , · . . . ' ....... '/ ' .. · . ~ -
1...: l • ·( r: /" / ,? ' 
-1...1 f ' JRHODE IsLAND STATE EMrt <?.fMENT SERVICE;> .L .. -~/ · 
\,~ ,; · ~~ ~-
By . . . _. . . .. )(f;l.;;::,;;~ p/t;:vU;i/.~, 
INTERVIEWER v. . ~E'i;"' , 
' I FOR EMPLOYER'S. USE ONLY 
Was applicant hired? ·Yes 0 Date to start work 
. Did applicant refuse job? Ye~ D 
If applicant was nbt hired state re~son below 
·····;:··;:)::";::; :;/ .. 
_, ._ ., t., 5 
..... .. .. ... : ~)~ 1 ··· ·. 
. . . . .......... .... •.. . .••••.• .•.. •.••... .••• ••.. . .•• !-.,, 
. I 
NoD , 
..... ... ..... ..... .... . ....... .. ......... ....... .. .. .... ... .. 
U.S.E.S.-508 (Rev. 4-49) R. I. EMPLOYER'S SIGNATURE 
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It is the job of a group of men to sell the services of 
the DES to industry because there are still companies not using 
the facilities offered them. The DES feels that it has an 
excellent employment service especially since it can get a 
greater variety of available employees. The DES feels that 
pre sent employers' practices of "pira ting 1t workers from one 
another do not help the aggregate economy especially in times 
of labor scarcity. 
The main selling points of the service are the wide 
variety of workers, the availability of workers, and the 
clearance system used~ This clearance system is an instrument 
whereby workers from other sections of the country can be 
obtained if there are none of the necessary type available 
in the immediate vicinity. Another point is that the inter-
viewing techniques are very adequate even in check:l.ng out 
persons claiming great skills and thus management need fear 
no errors in this aspect. Another service offered is a 
series of job tests for persons in occupations where there is 
a high rate of turnover and also, when companies. are ex-
periencing much turnover, the DES interviewers may often 
learn the causes during the interviews and will pass on all 
pertinent data to these employers. 
All in all, the DES offers fine services at no cost and 
these services are used by a great majority of employers today& 
Part III 
Comparisons and Conclusions 
A. Points for Discussion 
1. Source of Labor Supply 
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Over and above any union obligations, the primary source 
of labor by internal means is the spreading of the "word" 
among the employees. Each of the five companies studied uses 
this method. Brown and Sharpe and Universal Winding always 
spread the "word" among present employees when an opening 
exists. B-I-F builds up a file of applications of "off-the-
street" applicants sent in by current or past employees. 
Fram Corporation has daily traffic of friends and relatives 
of present employees and thus builds up its file of applications. 
Hammel-Dahl, which uses every source available, also used forms 
of spreading the 11wordn. 
The external sources concerned show somewhat concurrent 
feelings. The Rhode Island Department of Employment Security 
is the most widely used source and, indeed, it generally 
should be, The only drawback occurs when the account inter-
viewer is not doing an efficient job. A general pattern has 
been seen in that a really good interviewer has always been 
promoted and therefore the companies involved are once again 
served by a new interviewer--relatively inexperienced.# 
Advertising in either the newspapers or on the radio is 
seldom used. Universal Winding does use newspaper advertise-
# So stated by one or the Personnel Directors interviewed. 
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ments for rarely are skilled employees found in this way. Com-
mercial employment agencies are seldom used except in the cases 
of Hammel-Dahl, which overlooks no source, and of Universal 
Winding, which finds the result of this type of service quite 
unsatisfactory. Some of the sentiments regarding such 
agencies are: (1) that because they earn a living by referring 
applicants to companies, they tend not to screen these persons 
sufficiently;# (2) that, as learned by Universal Winding, the 
shop workers do not like to pay the fees involved and thus 
tend to avoid such agencies;--~ ('3) that they are not sufficiently 
knowing in technical matters to screen properly an applicant 
and (4) that they do offer satisfactory service in the case 
of loca t ing "white collar" workers (clerical, managerial, 
engineers, etc.).# 
Lastly are the irregular sources such as the system used 
by Hammel-Dahl and Universal Winding of contacting :the union 
itself. Also the practice of Hammel-Dahl of contacting the 
Rhode Island office of the National Metal Trades Association 
as well as the exchange system (Page 68) used are noteworthy. 
A general summary of the sources used is: 
Brown and Sharpe 
Spread "word" 
DES - main source 
Advertising in newspapers - occasionally used 
Commercial employment agencies - seldom used 
# These were the feelings of a few of the Personnel Directors 
interviewed .. 
~~- 16 
B-I-F Industries 
~Off-the-street"applicants 
DES 
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Advertise in Providence Journal-Bulletin - occasionally 
Commercial employment agencies - seldom used 
Universal Winding Company 
Spread ~word" 
DES - main source 
Union 
Newspaper advertisement 
Commercial employment agencies 
Fram Corporation 
Past application file - for 1 or 2 persons 
DES - only source for many people 
Advertising - never used 
Commercial employment agencies - never used 
Hammel-Dahl 
DES 
Commercial employment agencies 
R.I. branch of the National Metal Trades Association 
Union 
Exchange system 
Advertising 
2. Application Forms 
Each of the companies use different form but with 
similar data involved. In all cases the applications are 
filled out by the applicant himself and are edited by the 
interview.er in the course of his review. Fram Corporation 
is the one exception to this as it takes a very efficient out-
look in this matter. There the applicant fills in the data 
unless time permits the interviewer to do this wi th him. 
t Experience has •••• shown that it is desirable 
for .the applicant to fill out the application 
at least in part."* 
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Obviously, in the selection procedure, the most important 
section of the application is the record of prior employment. 
By this, the Employment Office can learn the occupational 
experience of the applicant as well as the past employers 
concerned .. 
3. Psychological and Other Testing 
" When psychological methods are used in an 
employment office, they should always be looked 
upon as supplements -- not replacing other methods 
that are in use., ••••• Psychological tests are 
among the tools that are necessary for the most 
effective selection and placement of employees. "~Hr 
A variety of sentiments in this area have been observed. 
Brown and Sharpe is the largest user of psychological tests 
of the five companies studied. This company uses the 
Wonderli c Test and well as the AVA Test (Activity Vector 
Analysis ) and supplements these with other tests when needed. 
B-I-F Industries uses the AVA Test onl:y .~ Universa~ Winding 
Company rarely uses any testing for shop employees and both 
Fram and Hammel-Dahl use no testing whatever for shop personnel. 
Among the objections to such tests are: (1} the expense 
involved; (2) the time involved in administering and grading 
the tests; and (3) the inaccuracy of such tests. One 
additional problem to be dealt with is: 
{~2, Chapter 9, p. 95 
*3, Chapter 2, p. 20 
ttThe impression that the tester makes upon 
applicants or employees is of vital importance 
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to the success of a testing program. This fact, 
obvious to the experienced employment manager, 
has often been underemphasized or been completely 
overlooked by psychologists themselves.a* 
The Wonderlic Test (Figure 5, page 15-17) is a simple 
test of intelligence, 
"Particularly adapted to the needs of business and industry."~:­
This test has decreased the testing time of its fore.runner 
from twenty (20) or thirty (30) minutes to twelve (12) today 
and yet contains the necessary essential factors. It produces 
the best results of any test in differentiating between 
superior and inferior employees in various types of industrial 
business jobs.~H~ The tests are scored and certain minimum 
scores have been set for applicants for different types of 
jobs. These minimum scores are further modified by certain 
f actors -- one of which is the age of the applicant. One major 
objection to the use of this test is that the individual's 
general knowledge is of relative unimportance when considering 
him for a shop job. 
The AVA Test is a more widely used test and is a guage of 
a person's general characteristics and drives. It is said by 
many that the AVA Test is misleading as it does not ahow a true 
picture of a man's ability. The test results charted on a 
~*"3,p.4 
**3, Chapter 3, p. 51 
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summary sheet by connecting certain points by straight lines 
produce a pattern, which is compared with the pattern of a typi-
cal person in the occupational area for which type of work the 
man is applying. This test is only used as an indicator, 
since it is only from 75% to 85% valid, and rarely is it ever 
an absolute guide. 
A sumw~ry of the tests used are: 
Brown and Sharpe 
B-I-F Industries 
Universal Winding 
Fram Corporation 
Hamme 1-Dahl 
Wonderlic and AVA 
AVA 
Rarely use any 
None 
None 
It must be remembered that the discussion of these tests is 
related only to use for applicants for shop jobs. The require-
ments for other types of jobs often necessitate more testing 
than seen above. 
4. Interviewing 
Interviews are generally used to discuss the application 
with the applicant as well as to be able to appraise the man 
personally. 
"Throughout the interview the task is one of 
diagnosis. The interviewer looks for symptoms 
that indicate fitness or unfitness for a job."* 
Dr. Morris S. Viteles lists six (6) weaknesses in inter-
views as ~ollows and these certainly can be flaws in a good 
selection procedure. 
* 4, Chapter 10, p·. 170 
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1. Conditioned reactions of interviewers as a result 
of past experience. 
2. Interviewer's belief in generalized habit, e.g. all 
red heads are "hot heads". 
3. Unintentional bias of the interviewer. 
4. Applicant's confusion due to the interviewer's 
failure to define the terms used in the interview. 
5. Nervousness of the subject in the course of the inter-
view. 
6. Mimitic tendencies influence the interview.* 
It is beyond the scope of this study however to elaborate upon 
the above six (6) points in regard to the companies studied. 
At Brown and Sharpe the application is discussed and the 
interviewer uses his own judgement to approve or disapprove 
of the applicant. 
At B-I-F Industries Phil Moran reviews the application 
after he has completely familiarized himself with the job 
definition and requirements thereof. The length of his 
interview depends on his judgement but he does guide himself 
by two additional principles. (1) If it is quickly discernible 
that a man is unable to fill the job, he should still not be 
rejected immediately. (2) Never build up false hopes and 
expectations in the applicant. 
The interview at Universal Winding is straightforward. 
The application is reviewed in order to ascertain if the man is 
qualified. The interviewer looks for discrepancies in the 
data shown and uses his experience to pass judgement. 
At Fram Corporation the interviewer often fills out the 
* 4, Chapter Io, p. 170 
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application with the applicant; but, if not, he does review 
the application in the interview. Fram seeks a type of employee 
different f r om that sought by the other companies and this 
factor as viewed in the case simplifies their work. 
Lastly, Hammel-Dahl has no set procedure other than not 
interviewing an applicant immediately if there is no job 
presently open. 
5. Job Rating Specifications Systems 
"The first step in fitting men to jobs, and in 
maintaining fitness at work, is to make a com-
prehensive study of occupational activities 
and requirements. st 
The following systems are used for this: 
Brown and Sharpe 
B-I-F Industries 
Universal Winding 
Fram Corporation 
Hammel-Dahl 
Metal Trades System 
Metal Trades System 
Unique System (see page 49) 
None 
Metal Trades System 
There is a marked prominence of the use of the Metal Trades 
standard Job Rating Specifications System because three of the 
above five companies use this. 
As stated before, Fram Corporation feels that it seeks 
a very average type of employee and thus does not require a 
formal system of job rating. 
Lastly, the Universal Winding Company uses its own 
system in lieu of that of the Metal Trades Association. Some 
years back, the company decided that theirs would be a better 
* 4, Chapter 9, p. 142 
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rating method and, following the reasoning of Mr. Coxe, it 
would seem that perhaps the Universal Winding method would 
logically be more useful and flexible than the Metal Trades 
system. Three of the five companies obviously disagree. 
6. Past Employment Check 
A bit of variety is found in the methods used by the 
companies to make their past employment checks on applicants. 
Brown and Sharpe uses a letter form (Figure 6, page 19). 
B-I-F Industries first attempts to make contact by te.lephone 
or in person; but, if unsuccessful, they use a letter form, 
(Figure 15, page 39) similar to that used by Brown and Sharpe. 
Universal Winding varies its method by the expediency required. 
If there is sufficient time, a check by mail is made. If the 
information must be secured promptly, contact is effected by 
telephone or in person. Fram Corporation has the most pro-
gressive approach to the problem. This past employment 
check is the most important aspect of evaluating an application.* 
The check is always made by telephone as described on page 61, 
and this would seem to be the most effective method. Hmmmel-
Dahl also has a fine system. Because of the good relations in 
the local area, a telephone check is used for local contact 
there, but for contact elsewhere, an inquiry is made by mail. 
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Generally speaking, the logic behind Fram Corporation's 
system is very convincing. A rapid check is effected in this 
manner. The only extra cost involved is, at the most, two or 
three dollars per applicant; and certainly, when a negligible 
expenditure can save a much greater amount, such an objection 
to this system could be discarded. 
7. Selection of Employee 
Fram Corporation once again emerges as the one dissenter 
in regard to this portion of the procedure. All of the other 
companies bring the foreman or supervisor into the picture 
while at Fram, the power lies entirely in the hands of the 
Personnel Manager. 
At Brown and Sharpe, the selection is made by the shop 
supervisory personnel -- the foreman and ::mpervisor concerned. 
At B-1-F, as at Universal Winding, the foJ:>eman makes the final 
selection. Fram Corporation, as stated above, vests all select-
ion powers in the Personnel Manager. The foreman has his 
chance to veto this action during the six (6) week optional 
period allowed in the union agreement. A highly skilled 
worker is ·selected by the foreman, subject to the veto of the 
Personnel Manager. The company contends that any such system 
involving the foreman is not efficient, s:ince the foreman is 
not a good personnel evaluator, being poorly oriented for 
this. (It must still be remembered, howe ·ver, that Fram is in 
a unique position by virtue of the type of employee it seeks.) 
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Lastly , Harnmel-Dahl allows the supervisor and Mr. Wat.tson to 
make the choice. This produces almost the same system as used 
at Fram, since the supervisor usually accepts quite readily 
the opinion of Mr. Watson. 
Despite Fram 1 s singular situation, it would still seem 
quite logical that lhhe system they use would be the best. A 
foreman generally is not a good personnel selector and, by 
means of the probationary period, he has his final chance to sea 
the man on the job and to fire him, if unsatisfactory. There 
are, of course, two modifications necessitated by personality 
matters and skill. In the personality matter, the foreman may 
be insulted if he is not consulted about the selection, and 
thus it might be a good idea to clear the a .pplicatn through 
hime after all. The problem of skills requires that a highly 
skilled employee really should be interviewed also by the fore-
man. The personnel department is only trained within limitations 
to ask questions, and only through more technical questioning 
could sufficient data be provided in the question of a highly 
skilled employee. The conclusion here is that the Fram system 
is the best one observed. 
8. Physical EMamination 
Four of the five companies require a physical examination 
before the actual hiring of the applicant. Generally, the 
employee cannot have defective sight, hearing, heart or a 
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hernia if he is to work in the shop. Fram Corporation , always 
the dissenter, requires no pre-hire physical, particularly 
because the majority of the employees are women and aaso because 
there is little really strenuous work there~ 
One deviation in this pre-hire physical procedure is 
shown by B-I-F Industries (page 38). Here a brief check in 
lieu of the full physical is made if a man is presently 
employed elsewhere, in order that he will not quit his job, 
fail the examination at B-I-F _afterwards, and thus find 
himself out of a job completely. When he is free to work 
at B-I-F, the full physical is then given to him. 'l'his is a 
very considerate idea as well as a logical one. 
B. Comparisons of the Systems Shown 
The turnover data obtained in the cases relate to the 
following years: 
Brown and Sharpe 1953 and 1957 
B-I-F Industries 1956 and 1957 
Universal Winding 1957 and 195$ 
Fram Corporation 1958 
Hammel-Dahl 1953 and 1957 
It appears that the year of 1957 has been the most surveyed, 
and thus that year will be the basis for consideration. To 
compute turnover data on an absolute basis, strictly drawn from 
the raw material accumulated would be very misleading. By 
modifying this data on the basis of that gathered by the 
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Rhod e Island Department of Employment Security, more appropriate 
and true r results could be shown. 
Tables 2 through 7 show the computations. In these 
c alculations the normal type of separation refers only to 
retirement, de;ath, and layoff. All other causes are labeled 
quits. The 1957 average for each type of industry has an 
index number of 100 and has been used to facilitate comparison 
of the turnover data. 
Further commentary before the actual comparison is that 
these rates computed here are still highly disputable, as the 
accumulated data does not always include the same factors for 
one compa ny as for another. For example, one company may list 
a man as hired before he has taken his pre-employment physical 
examination; and when this man fails to report for his physical, 
this is counted as a quit. Another company might never have 
counted this man as hired. Thus the interpretation of the 
data can still be misleading if translated literally. 
The comparative separation rates are very interesting 
but of minor importance in this thesis. Those rates were 
caused by layoff, death, and retirement in addition to quits, and 
thus the quit rate alone is to be considered here. These quit 
rates found are: 
Brown and Sharpe .148 per 100 employees per month 
B-I-F Industries .179 per 100 employees per month 
Universal Winding .521 per 100 employees per month 
Fram Corporation • 736 .. per 100 employees per month 
Hammel-Dahl 3.43 per 100 employees per month 
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Are these rates significant? No, they are not, really. 
Perhaps they are of interest, but certainly are not statistically 
correct. Full data is not available in order to allow for 
proper rate computation. Perhaps the only conclusion to be 
drawn from the computations are: (1} none of the companies keep 
good turnover records; (2} all of the companies feel that they 
have good, low rates, and {3) perhaps none of these companies 
really know what their status is , or if there is a problem 
to be dealt withe 
Fram Corporation and Hammel-Dahl have fairly progressive 
ideas and seemingly good logic behind them,but still these 
two companies have the highest rates, with Hammel-Dahl com-
fortabley holding the high position. All of the companies 
have systems which should work equally well, even when consider-
ing the variety of treatment of the most important phase, the 
pre-employment check. Thus the only logical conclusions here 
are that (1) the accumulated data mentioned above is erroneous 
or misleading and (2) the administration of the individual 
systems produces the variances shown.# 
It is noteworthy here that Brown and Sharpe, probably 
using the oldest method of the five companies, still ifta.mages 
to have a low rate of quits. Universal Winding has a comfortable 
#It is not within the realm of the author ' s experience to 
evaluate these administrative persons, but only to indicate 
that such faults may exist. 
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l ead on Brown and Sharpe despite Universal Winding's years of 
experience in the field. Lastly, the newest companies or most 
rece ntly expanding companies have the highest rates but also 
the best logic behind their systems. 
What is the answer? Certainly tr1is does not prove tha~ 
old systems are best or that the system of Brown and Sharpe 
Company is exemplary. It is rather a matter of adapting a system, 
almost any system, to a particular situation, and of managing it 
we ll, especially in regard to good personnel evaluation. 
One overlooked matter here is that, in addition to 
possibly weak administration of the hiring system, poor personnel 
management may have caused further quits.# There may be at 
Hammel-Dahl, for example, one or two supervisors who are too 
hard on the women and causing them to leave. 
c. Recommended System 
Despite any considerations of the rates shown in Part B 
above, by general business factors, a very general system 
adaptable to many specific cases -- will now be shown, an 
accumulation of the more outstand ing factors discussed. The 
system will be designed for a company with 100 employees and 
one encountering normal hiring and termination conditions~ 
# This is a noteworthy item, b~t again, out of the scope of this 
study. 
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1. Source of Labor Supply 
All sourc e s should be used as included in the Hammel-
Dahl system with the exception of commercial employment 
agenc i es and newspaper and other advertising media. Generally 
the services of the Rhode Island Department of Employment 
Security ought to be employed. If all employers woul:i u se-
this agency, there would be no doubt as to its superlative 
qualities. Commercial agencies should be avoided for "blue 
collart• workers but heavily subscribed to for "white collar'' 
personnel. The advertising in regard to seeking just a fe.w 
employees would seem to be a superfluous expense and shouli 
be avo i ded also. 
2. General Procedure 
The contact of the Employment Office by the foreman 
needing a replacement should be on a requisition form, with 
the foreman retaining at least one copy. 
An applicant entering the employment office should be able 
to take an application form from a box so labeled and thus the 
time of a receptionist is less cluttered. It is t he feeling 
of Dr. Scott that : 
"Industrial experience seems to indicate that 
time and effort are wasted in the employment 
office if all applicants--good, bad, and 
indifferent--are obliged to follow the appli-
cation blank •••• tt-l} 
-----------------------------------------------------------------* 2. Chapter 9, P• 94, 95. 
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Nonetheless it should facilitate the receptionist's classific-
a tion of the applicant if the essential data is on paper. Much 
more quickly the receptionist could ascertain any need for an 
i nter view or if there were any opening for this type of worke~. 
The application form should be as those shown in this 
thesis. One s ide should be devoted to past employment infor-
mation and the other side should contain general data as well 
a s a space for dispositional remarks by the employment office 
or interviewer. 
The AVA t est should also be taken by the applicant when 
he fills out the employment application. These AVA test forms 
can a l s o be placed · in a box and taken with the application. 
They should be treated as indicators but not as fina:)., absolute 
guides. 
If no job exiats at present, no interview need be given 
then unless the interviewer has the time to spare or the 
applicant has a skill which is generally sought after. When 
a job opens the applicant may be called in and then interviewed. 
All applications should be kept in a current file for sixty (60) 
days with a comment to this effect on all applications. After 
sixty (60) days the applications should be placed in a dead file 
and alphabetically filed by name. The "dead" file should be 
c l eaned out every year leaving applications which have been 
there. for less than three (3) years. The interviewer shou~ 
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generally review the application in the interview but certain-
ly being cognizant of the principles mentioned by Phil Moran 
of B-I-F Industries. 
For job rating specifications there should be a unique 
company system as used by Universal Winding. The Metal Trades 
System seems quite complex and could perhaps be adapted to a 
particular system but the pure Metal Trades System seem too 
cumbersome to be used in its totality. The reasoning of Mr. 
Coxe of Universal Winding is very convincing in this phase. 
All past employment checks should be made by telephone 
for all persons regardless of the location of the past 
employers. 
The final selection should be made by the Employment 
Department for unskilled or semi-skilled labor; but, for very 
skilled persons, the foreman should be consulted first. At 
any rate, the probationary period as allowed for in a union 
shop agreement gives the foreman his veto opportunity for all 
Vlorkers. 
3. General 
The above procedure is extremely general and is only 
offered, briefly admittedly, as a guidepost in setting up a 
system. A smaller company might use a less elaborate system 
while a larger company may use a more complicated system. At 
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any rate, the suggested items above are included purely as a 
basis for a system and not as a final method. 
D. Final Conclusions 
As has been shown throughout this thesis, there is no 
set system or solution to the problem. There are certain 
portions of the different procedures viewed which would seem 
t-o be superior to similar sections of other systems. All of 
the systems shown would work equally well but certain variations 
do exist in quit rates due to: 
1. Administration of the system 
2. Inaccuracy of the raw material 
3. Personnel administration 
4. Inaccuracy of computed indices 
5. Size of companies studied 
6. Nature of companies studied 
Generally speaking, none of the data shown should be considered 
as absolute because of the above six reasons. The most to be 
drawn from this study is that there is no one system to be 
used by all companies but that there are several factors com-
posing a system and these factors should be taken into consid-
eration separately before devising any procedure. In addition 
no company ought to be content to merely say that it has a 
good turnover ·rate. Good turnover data ought to be maintained 
so that a problem may be immediately recognized and dealt with. 
This adage must be kept in mind: a system is only as good as 
the persons controlling it. 
PART IV 
Appendix 
Tables 
1. Excerpts from RI DES Labor Market Reports 
2. 1957 computations 
3 .. Brown and Sharpe computations 
4. B-I-F Industries computations 
5. Universal Winding computations 
6. Fram Corporations computations 
7. Hammel-Dahl computations 
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Table 1 
Excerpts from the RI DES Labor Market Report (ES-219) 
From Table 6. Labor Turnover in Manufacturing 
Reporting Establishments by Industry 
Industry No. of Employed Accessions per 100 Separations per 100 
Establ. during Workers Workers 
Month Total New· Hires To~ai Quits 
December 1953 
Machinery 21 12608 1 . 4 .7 2.0 .6 
All other Mfg. 20 4895 1.6 .7 3.4 .5 
Februarz 1954 
Machinery 23 11814 1.0 .6 9.6 .7 
All Other Mfg. 20 4705 3.4 1.6 2.3 .6 
A,eril 1954 
Machinery 29 9425 .8 .3 13.5 .4 
All Other Mf'g. 20 4490 2.4 .7 5.3 .4 
June 1954 
Machinery 22 8622 1.8 .3 3.3 .3 
All Other M:rg. 19 4289 4.2 1.0 1.8 .5 
August 1954 
Machinery 23 8550 2 . 6 .7 2.6 .3 
All Other Mfg. 20 4561 2 .. 1 .5 4.7 1.3 
October 1954 
Machinery 23 8538 2.8 .7 2.4 .5 
All Other l'vli'g. 18 4396 2.0 1.4 4.3 .9 
December 1954 
Machinery 22 8747 2.4 .9 2.3 .5 
All Other Mfg. 17 3981 2.9 1.0 3.2 .5 
February 1955 
Machinery 22_ 8406 2.2 1.2 3.1 .5 
Fabric. Metal 19 4350 4.7 2.4 3.1 1.1 
Prof. & Scien. 7 4648 5.1 4.3 2.5 1.3 
All Other Mfg. 18 3875 4.2 .7 1.8 .5 
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Industry No. of Employed Accessions per 100 Separations per 100 
Estab. During Workers Worker a 
Total New: Hires Total Quits 
AJ2ril 1955 
Machinery 22. 8358 2.6 1.0 3.4 .8 
Fabric. :Metal 17 4216 2.8 2.3 2.9 1.3 
Prof. & Scien. 5 3957 2.6 2.0 4.3 1.6 
All Other Mfg. 18 3980 6.2 2.0 3.9 .6 
June 1955 
Machinery 23 8543 4.2 1.8 1.6 .7 
Fabric. Metal 19 3647 2.0 1..5 1.3 .9 
Prof. & Scien. 7 4689 1.0 .8 2.0 1.2 
All Other Mi'g. 19 4388 5.1 3.8 3.0 1.0 
August 1955 
Machinery 21 9084 3.4 2.5 1.6 .9 
Fabric. Metal 19 4392 2.6 2.0 2.6 1.0 
Prof. & Scien. 5 3794 2.1 1.2 2.5 1.8 
All Other M.fg. 19 4498 2.9 1.8 2.0 1.2 
October 1955 
Machinery 22 9291 3.9 2.4 2.3 .9 
Fabric. Metal 19 4574 2.2 1.8 2.4 1.0 
Prof. & Scien. 7 3259 2.6 1.5 2.4 1.4 
All Other WJ.i'g. 17 4213 2.4 1.9 2.3 .8 
December 1955 
Machinery 20 8998 1.7 .9 1.5 .7 
Fabric. Metal 21 4669 1.0 .8 1.9 .6 
Prof. & Scien. 7 4585 1.8 1.2 1.8 1.0 
All Other Mfg. 17 4150 1.9 1.6 1.8 .. 2 
Februar~ 1956 
Machinery 21 7889 2.0 1.4 2.6 .8 
Fabric. Metal 21 4645 2.0 1.4 1.9 .9 
Prof. & Scien. 6 4541 3.0 2.7 2.6 1.7 
All Other Mfg. 18 4357 1.6 .9 5.5 .7 
AJ2ril 1956 
Machinery 21 9108 2.6 1.7 3.7 .9 
Fabric.Metal 20 4390 2.2 1.5 3.6 1.0 
Prof. & Scien. 7 4761 2.4 1.9 3.2 1.1 
All Other M.fg. 17 4010 2.5 1.4 2.5 .5 . 
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Industry No. of Employed Accessions per 100 Separations per 100 
Estab. During Workers Workers 
Month Totai New Hires Totai ~.uits 
June 1956 
Machinery 19 9052 2.8 1.5 2.6 .8 
Fabric. Metal 19 4140 2.0 1.1 2.0 .7 
Prof. & Scien .. 7 4460 2.1 1.6 1.7 .9 
All Other Mrg. 17 4042 7.0 4.0 1.8 .9 
AUEaUSt 1956 
Machinery 22 9382 2.9 1.6 2.1 1.0 
Fabric. Metal 18 4111 2.2 1.5 3.0 1.2 
Prof. & Scien. 7 3779 4.8 2.0 5.2 1.0 
All Other Mf'g . 16 3266 6.7 4.0 3.0 1.5 
October 1956 
Machinery 22 9470 2.3 1.6 2.6 1.0 
Fabric. Metal 17 4105 2.5 1.9 2.3 1.5 
Prof. & Scien. 7 4453 3.8 2.6 2.7 1.6 
All Other Mfg. 16 3310 1.7 1.0 3.1 .6 
December 1956 
Machinery 19 4892 1.9 1.2 1.4 .7 
Fabric . Meta 1 19 4288 1.4 .9 2.0 .6 
Prof. & Sc i en. 3 1728 2.3 2.0 1.3 1.0 
All Ot her Mfg. 15 4253 2.6 1.0 2.1 .. 4 
Februari 1957 
Machinery 16 8386 1.9 1.2 2.2 .7 
Fabric. Metal 15 3885 1.1 .7 1.1 .6 
Prof. & Scie n. 6 4593 4 . 0 2.8 2.0 1.4 
All Other M~g . 11 2839 3.0 1.6 3.3 .7 
A£r 1 1 1957 
Machine ry 17 8475 2.1 1.0 1.7 .7 
Fabric. Meta l 17 3660 1.3 1.1 1.8 1.0 
Prof. & Scien . 6 4291 1 . 1 1.0 3.6 1.2 
All Other N.:fg. 11 3317 1 .8 1.5 1.9 .8 
J une 1957 
Mach ine r y 18 4799 1.3 . 9 3.4 .a 
Fabric . Metal 17 3503 1 .4 1.2 1 .4 . 7 
Prof. & Scien. 6 3641 2.4 1 . 0 3.2 .5 
All Other Mfg. 19 6329 4.0 2.6 2.9 1.3 
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Indus t ry No. of Employed Accessions per 100 Separations per 100 
Estab. During Workers Workers 
Month Total New Hires Total Q.uits 
Augus t 1957 
Machi nery 23 8347 1.1 .5 3.1 .9 
Fabric. Metal 20 4240 3.4 2.9 2.4 .8 
Prof. & Scien. 6 4013 3.2 1.5 2.8 .6 
All Other M£g. 20 6360 3.2 1.9 3.5 1.4 
October 1957 
Machinery 23 8347 1.1 .4 5.0 .4 
Fabric. Metal 20 3556 2.6 1.7 3.1 .8 
Prof. & Scien. 5 3162 1.7 .9 2.5 .9 
All Other Mfg. 33 5604 2.7 2.2 3.8 .9 
December 1957 
Machinery 23 8175 .9 .2 3.8 .3 
:B,abric. Metal 19 4095 .8 .5 2.2 .4 
Prof. & Scien. 6 3332 .8 .1 2.2 .2 
All Other Mfg. 24 6474 1.1 1.0 5.4 .5 
Februar:;:t 1958 
Machinery 24 7441 13.7 .1 5.6 .4 
Fabric., Metal 24 4491 1.3 .6 6.3 .6 
Prof. & Scien. 7 3981 ;,7 .3 4.5 .4 
All Other Mfg. 26 6653 2.7 1.2 3.0 .8 
Apri l 1958 
Machinery 23 6074 3.3 .3 3.4 .3 
Fabric. Me tal 22 4110 1.2 .5 3.7 . 5 
Prof . & Scien. 7 3636 .9 .5 5.7 .4 
All Other Mfg. 26 6244 2.7 1.7 4.3 .5 
June 1958 
Machinery 21 5805 3.1 .4 2.3 .3 
Fabric. Metal 19 3622 2.4 .8 3.1 .7 
Prof . & Scien. 6 3283 1.6 .3 2.3 .7 
All Other Mfg. 24 4897 5.9 2.5 3.2 .7 
August 1958 
Machinery 24 6921 3.5 .8 3.6 .5 
Fabric. Metal 20 3887 3.3 1.4 1.3 .7 
Prof. & Scien. 7 3498 2.9 .7 2.1 .8 
All Other Mfg. 26 7345 3.2 1.1 2.0 1.2 
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Industry No. of Employed Accessions per 100 Separations per 100 
Estab. During Workers Workers 
Month Totai New Hires Tot a I guits 
October 1958 
Machinery 22 6710 3.1 1.2 2.8 .6 
Fabric. Metal 18 3755 3.7 2.8 2.2 1.3 
Prof. & Scien. 7 3398 3.2 1.4 1.9 .9 
All Other Mfg. 27 7197 4.8 2.5 1.8 1.0 
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Table 2 
Machinery Fabricated Prof'essional All Otll:n.er 
Metals & Scientif'ic Manu.f'acturins 
Total Quits Total Quits Total ~uits Total Q.uits 
Month Separa- per Separa- per Separa- per Separa- per 
tions 100 tions 100 at ions 100 tions 100 
per per per per 
100 100 100 100 
February 1957 2.2 .7 1.1 .6 2.0 1.4 3.3 .7 
April 1957 1.7 .7 1.8 1.0 3.6 1.2. 1.9 .8 
June 1957 3.4 .8 1.4 .7 3.2 .5 2.9 1.3 
August 1957 3.1 .9 2.4 .8 2.8 .6 3.5 1.4 
October 1957 5.0 .4 3.1 .8 2.5 .9 3.8 .9 
December 1957 3.8 .3 2.2 .4 2.2 .2 5.4 .5 
TOTAL 19.2 3.8 12.0 4.3 16.3 4.8 20.8 5.6 
Divide by 6 
Monthly 
Average 3.2 .6 2.0 .7 2.7 .8 3.5 .9 
A• Raw Rate 
J anuary 1953 
14 
7523 
10 
7523 
April 
17 
7196 
12 
7196 
July 
12 
6954 
10 
6954 
1957 
X 100 
-
X 100 = 
1953 
X 100 
-... 
X 100 
-.... 
1953 
X 
X 
100 
-... 
100 ... ~ 
January 
February 
March 
Apri l 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Table 3 
Brown and Sharpe 
.186 Separations per 100 Employees 
.153 Quits per 100 Employees 
.180 Separations per 100 Employees 
.167 Quits per 100 Employees 
.170 Separa tions per 100 Employees 
. 144 Qui ts _._ per 100 Employees 
1.40 
1.60 
1.10 
1.25 
1.60 
1.18 
.75 
.45 
9.88 
9 .88 + 8 = 1.235 
Monthly Turnover Rate 
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B. Index Numbers Machinery 
For 1953 1 use December 1953 rate (2.0 and .6) 
2.0 - X 
3 . 2 - 100 
.6 = _L_ 
--:6 100 
For 1957 use 100 
X ;tr 62e5 
y ::; 100 
x = separation rate index 
y Q quit rate index 
c. Comparative rates 
.186 .13:5; 
.18 .167 
.17 .144 
~ .444 
.536 .. 3 = .179 
(.179 + 62.5}100 
: .286 
(1.235 + 100}100 
= 1.235 
.286 
. + 1.235 
1.521 
Average 
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.444 + 3 :. .149 
(.148 + 100)100 
•• 148 for 1953 
for 1957 
1.521 + 2 : .761 = separation rate .148 • quit rate 
A. 
B. 
c. 
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Table 4 
Raw Rate s B-I-F Industries 
1956 
18 X 100 : 4 Separations per 100 Employees 
450 
14 X 100 ~ 3 . 11 Quits per 100 Employees 
450 
1957 
12 X 100 : 2 . 67 Separations per 100 Employees 
450 
10 X 100 
-
2 . 22 Quits per 100 Employees .. 
450 
Index Numbers ... Professional and Scientific 
1956 
2 . 6 1. 7 2 . 8 
-
X 
2 . 7 ... --3 . 2 1.1 100 X : 103 . 7 
1 .7 .9 
5.2 1.0 1. 2 
- ....:L. 
-:a -2.7 1.6 100 y = 150 1 . 3 1 .0 
16 .7 7.3 
16.7 + 6 - 2 . 8 7 . 3 + 6 - 1.2 
Comparative Rates 
1956 
1957 
4 • 12 = . 333 
(. 333 . 103 . 7)100 
= . 321 
2.67 + 12 = .223 
( . 223 • 103)100 
= . 223 
3 . 11 + 12 = . 259 
(. 259 . 150)100 
= .173 
2 . 22 + 12 = . 185 
( . 185 + 100)100 
= .185 
(For 1957 an index of 100 was used) 
.321 
.223 
.544 
.173 
.185 
.358 
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.544 + 2 = .272 = Separation rate .358+ 2 : .179 • quit rate 
A. 
B. 
c. 
Table 5 
Ra w Rates Universal Winding Co. 
February 1958 
44 X 100 - 4.38 Separations per 100 Employees 
1004 
4 X 100 : .398 Quits per 100 Employees 
1004 
1957 
66 X 100 : 5.5 Separations per 100 Employees 
1200 
64 X 100 = 5.33 Quits per 100 Employees 
1200 
Index Numbers Machinery 
1957 - use 100 
Februa ry 1958 
5. 6 ... X 3:2 ... TI50 X : 
__d :: J_ 
. 6 100 y = 
Comparative Rates 
1958 
1957 
(4.38 + 175)100 
= 2.50 
5.5 + 12 II!! .458 
(.458 + 100)100 
= .458 
2 .50 
. 458 
2.958 
175 
66.7 
(.398 + 66.7)100 
= .597 
· 5 .33 + 12 ~ .444 
(.444 + 100)100 
= .444 
.597 
.444 
1.041 
2.958 + 2 = 1.479 = Separation Ra te 
1.041 + 2 : .521 a Quit Rate 
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Table 6 
A. Raw Rates Fram Corporation 
B. 
August 1958 
6 .,. 100 
298 .... 
_L~ 100 
298 
September 1958 
80 X 100 
226 
.:. ,3 X 100 
226 
October 1958 
7 
_ x 
270 
100 
1 W'10 .X 100 
Index Numbers 
August 1958 
2.01 Separations per 100 Employees 
= 
1 Quit per 100 Employees 
= 
35.4 Separations per 100 Employees 
= 1.33 Quits per 100 Employees 
= 2.6 Separations per 100 Employees 
= .37 Quits per 100 Employees 
All Other Manufacturing 
2.0 
1.8 
3:8 
1.2 
1.0 
2.2 
3.8 + 2 • 1.9 2.2 + 2 • 1.1 
1.1 . _L_ 
--:9 = 100 
X 
y 
-
54.3 
-
122.2 
-
c. Comparative Rates 
2.01 
35.4 
2 .6 
40.0! 
40 .01 * 3 : 13.34 
(13.34 + 54. 3)100 
: 24.61 Separation Rate 
1.00 
1.33 
.37 
2.'70 
2.70 + 3 = .90 
(.90 + 122.2)100 
= .736 Quit Rate 
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Table 7 
A. Raw Rates Hammel-Dahl 
B. 
c. 
1953 
March 
278 -t- 219 
2 
1953 
12 X 100 
248 
10 X 100 
248 
248 Average Employment 
- 4.84 Separations per 100 Employees 
- 4.03 Quits per 100 Employees 
November 1953 
14 xlOO 
248 ~ = 5w65 Separations per 100 Employees 
7 xlOO 
248 - 2 9 82 Quits per 100 Employees 
1957 229 + 217 2 - 22·3 Average Employment 
77 X 100 
'223 = 34.58 Separations for Year per 100 
Employees 
Index Numbers -- Before 1955 Machinery 
From 1955 on Fabricated Me tal 
March and November 1953 u se December 1953 
2.0 X 
'3.'"2' • 100 X • 62.5 
.6 J_ 
:6 :: 100 y. 100 
Compara tive Rates 
1952 4.84 + 5.65 4.03 1- 2.82 
2 • 2 = 3.43 
(5.25 + 62.5)100 = 8.4 (3.43 + mOO)lOO 
= 
3.43 Quit Rate 
1957 34.58 + 12) = 2.88 
(2.88 + 100) 100 - 2.88 
-( 8. 4 -+ 2. 88) + 2 = 5.64 Separation Rate 
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